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Justice as "Carl, the
Huntsman" was well worth looking at in his improvised costume
and his big but boyish bass voice
was one of the best things in the
show besides his character just
fit him'and fie commanded a thrill
in the audience whenever he appeared.
The Choruses of little girls and
if girls just a
the
the best part
larger,
were
little
of the snow. Their dresses si
white, flowing hair and rich
young voices the the intense atmosphere of their presence evidenced, devotion to their teach-e- r
and grim determination to
live their part in the drama. The
author of the Music could have
found no fault with their render-- ,
ing of it.
And the "Dwarfs" .The cutest little cuses that ever graced
a stage, were simply immense.
Their fantastic costumes and
brigand like whiskers were su
premely incongruous and with
their acting of their part made
the audience theirs.
Miss Roy is entitled to the credit and admiration accorded her
for having attempted a really
big show and put it across so
triumphantly.
C. L.

toles3than

12 miles án hour inVillage
limits are liable
side the
to $10.00 fine. It will be well to
observe this for the public safety
as well as to avoid the fine.

Semi-Chor-

Clean Up Wéek
The third week in April has
been designated as "Clean Up
Week" during which all citizens
are urged to collect and remove
all rubbish from their premises
and paint and repair up their
homes to the end that the town
may be more sanitary and at-

tractive
FRANK A; ROY, Mayor.

It will surprise some people to
learn that we have printed bills
at this office for Four thorobred
Draft Stallions and two of them
Imported horses owned on this
mesa. Roy, Mills and Mosquero
each has a Company Horse of
the $2,000.00 to $3000.00 class
and Herrington has one privately
owned, Besides these there are
a lot of good Horses and Jacks
here that would be considered
good in any state.
...
7
The meeting of the Farm Loan
Club, Tuesday evening was not
well attended on account of the
bitter cold wind which made the
trip to town a hardship. The
meeting will be held next Tuesday evening. April 10th with a
prospect for better weather and

--

This entertainment was planned to raise funds for the School
Library waich Miss Roy and her
pupils have founded and which
will be one of the finest things
in the School and one of which
the whole eceool is paoud. About
$35.00 was realized above expens'
.
es.
-

.

Will Lof tin and Fred Edmond
Charlie Cunningham, of Sprjng were up from Mosquero Saturday
er accompanied by his wife and and called on this office getting
baby drove down to Roy in Kis horse bills for their Registered
car Wednesday, on official busi- Percheron.
incness and called on the
Mounted
now
is
Charlie
ident.
The Community Hall has been
Police for the N. M. Cattle Saniremoved
n
and
from the
District
this
in
tary Board
to
Judge
Blook
Fosters
here
him
Office.
see
to
expect
we may
is
Several
made
factors
Charlie
change
the
freauently in futnre.
a good sort and we like to have' desirable but convenience was
the 'main reason.
him call.
,

;
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New Postof fice

11

School Money

o

The Opera, "Snow White"
Some Roy men got busy last
week when the report became given by the Roy Schools,' under
current that the Excursion from the Direction t of Miss Eugenia
Denver was to stop at Mills to Roy, last Friday evening was the
go out to look at the State Land best thing in its line, if not even
t(be sold at Clayton April 25th the best entertainment venture
and wired Mr. Hoggatt, at Den- of any kind ever attempted by
ver that if they would cometo home talent in Roy, Few realizRoy with tho Excursion Roy ed how big an undertaking it was
would furnish autos and take the until they saw and heard it
and all who heard it are
Excursionists out to the lands,
free of charge besides entertain- still praising the affair.
The Assembly Hall was packing them while here.
A Telegram was received by ed with people to hear it and the
Mayor, Frank A. Roy accepting financial returns amounted to
the. offer and preparations are over $50,00 which was little comnow being made to properly en- pared to the laber, talent and ex
pense of preparing for and pre- tertain the Guests,
The Excursion will arrive here senting the Opera.
Sunday, April 8th, and see the 'Miss Dan Jenkins, in the lead,
was
land as soon as possible, probab- - ;ing role of "Snow-White- "
ly Sunday afternood All car own the only member outside the
Her
ers are on the transportation com- - sirictly amateur class.
splendid soprano and general fit- mittee.
Committees are tering the airless for the part left no charge
in preparation for the coming of of incongruity in her role of Prin-th- e
Denver. cess- Excursion
from
Frank Schultz, as "Prince"
Many plans have been presented
and will be corried eut for their was simply immense. His rich
entertainment and to make them tenor which has been trained
down to perfection and the swell
remember Roy.
special costumes secured especial
f
A renuest for a few weeks of v Ior Q occassion ana tne cnar- from the Cashier of the acter he represented, made every
the
Lake State Bank of Lake City body his friend from the moment
Kansas, indicates that some one of his first appearence on the
has somehow aroused interest in stage to the final trio.
Mrs. Mary Waters, as "Queen"!
New Mexico in that town. We
have similar requests from many needed only the Royal robo she
places since the Mesa was adver- wore to fit her part as queen but
tised in "The Great Divide" re- it took a lot of acting to make her
cently and hope to add our en- friends see her as the "Wicked
dorsement to the very' truthful Queen" of the drama. Her voice
and concise story the Divide gave however made you forget that
its readers Nine years here has she was acting wickedly and even
proven to us that what Mr. Hog-g- the Girls of the Chorus and the
saw was not a mirage - but Dwarfs had ta hate her'.tempor-arily.;- :

Village Marshall has erected
large signs on all the, main travel
ed highway5 leading to Roy warn
ing drivers to cut their speed

NlJMHER

School Election

The Opera

Land Excursion

.

injhe

with Firmness

R0Y7Mora15o"

"Volume XIV.

attendance.

ChityJorjAjl, and

Postoffice Inspector, O. M. Hood
The Election cf School Directors in the Roy District Tuesday of Tucumcari was in town last
was more strenuous than even week and posted a notice for bids
for a ten year lease of a business
the late Presidental election.
More than a dozen automobites room for the Roy Postoffice
were running all day getting which has outgrown its present
V
.'
votes to the polls and the largest quarters.
The business of the Roy Office
vote ever cast in the district was
has more than trebled in the past
polled,
.The Citizens Ticket, nominat- three years and it has advanced
ed last week by the men was op- from 4th class to Third and has
posed to ladies being elected to had business at times which, if
kept up for a year wjuld putitTn
the Board.
,
And it was that sentiment free the second class. There will proly expressed, which aroused the bably be two bids for the lease,
jone will probably be the north
women to assert their rights
Two lady condidates were nom room of the Floersheim Co. j ew
M. D. GIU13S M. D
inated and three of the Citizen's building, which is seemingly built
This week we present - not
Candidates were accepted and to meet all the requirements of a
one of the handsomest - - bat
Postoffice room. The Department
run on their ticket
one of the bert known faces in
The ladies got busy and hustl- will put in a complete modern Roy. Er. Gibbs came here nine
ed for votes all day and proved set of fixtures in the new office years ago and started the Fair-vieto the most radical "Anti" that and by July you will be able to
Pharmacy and also bean
they are fully capable of conduct- point with pride to the the Post-- . the practice of medicine.
lie
ing a campaign and voting intel- office as one of the finest things came from' Farmington, N. M.
ligently, All was friendly as a in town and consult 'Postmaster here and lived in Colorado
strenuous election would permit 'Johnson in his private office.
and there seems to be r.o hard
He is the "Family Physican"
- the wind!
Oh!
feelings left.
to many families on the mesa and
23G votes were cast and were
State Supt. Wagoner is certain Local Physician for the E. P. &
distributed as follows.
'Railway and enjoys the
ly conscientious in his manner of
confidence
CITIZENS
of a very largo circle
filling his inportant office. An
Remigio Lopez 118
of
friends.
error of one word in the N. M.
The Fairview Pharmacy, over
J. L. Swaim-1- 19
Educational Directory has caused
'
which
C. L. Wensell-1- 10
he presides when not on
him to write personally asking
Plumlee-2professional
35
C.
Dr.
calls is the finest
that Miss Evelyn Sparks be given
Soda
in the County is
Sam Ratcliff-2- 31
Fountain
credit for a first Cías certificate
one
of
its
and it is a
attractions
PROGRESSIVE
instead of a 3rd grade as record- popular
resort
all
for
the young
Remigio Lopez 118
Directory.
ed in the
It is a mar.
wel1 as
the
town
as
Mrs. Nellie Willcox-1- 24
PePlef
terof justice to the lady and the!
who
those
to
llke
congenial
meet
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden-1- 29
handsome thing to do.
Dr. C. Plumlee-2- 35
Miss Sparks is teaching Moun-- ! p,eoP,c and dlscuss the isEues of
Ratcliff-231
Sam
tain View School, near Mills, this ,thld3jr- Dr. Gibbs is a 'Live Wire"
.
INDEPENDENT
winter.
- i takes an active part in every pub
Rev. 0:W.Hearn-- 97
TharliP Pnkpr W.ahf a
r. lic enterprise, has been President
F. S. Brown-- 2.,
.
ÚA f snr,wr t wu ,w,n th of the Citizens , Mass Meetings'
Mrs. Dr. Gibbs 1
Basket Ball Game Saturday. We which have met frequently of
Mrs. Abernathy 1
tried to make him admit he was late and resulted in our Incorpor
F. G. Campbell 1
ation, and many other things for
The new Board will be made glad to get back but he threaten the betterment
of the town.
up of all new members. Mrs. ed - - "Don't you say it- - - Spring.
is
He
member
a
of the Masonic
Willcox, Mrs. Ogden, Mr. Swaim er is the greatest place on earth" I. O. O. F. and W.O.W.
B.A.Y.
for the 4 year term and Dr. Plum Still he asked about all his old and some
other
Fraternal
lee and Mr. Ratcliff, for two friends here and wished he had orders, and
deserves as much
time to see them all.
years.
.credit as any one man in Rov for
We are .going to expect much
The Floersheim Building has the towns getting to the front.
of this first Board of education
in our Incorporated Village. been delayed on account of the
Jim, Christman is doing a lot
There is no doubt as to their fit car load of plate glass for the
windows
and
doors
getting
lost.
plowing with his Case Tractor
of
ness nor the interest they have
finally
Ray,
was
located
It
Spring. Charlie Peare is
at'
this
in the schools.
Arizona, and forwarded on here. with him as mechanician and
As soon as the glass is in the driver. They are plowing in
store
fixtures will be set up and Kansas valley at present.
The School election at Mills
equipped store in Mora
the
finest
Monday resulted in the election
County
be running in Roy.
will
of John Haner as director, for
Mrs. Gertrude Hedgecock, and
three years Tom Mc Grath and
children and Miss Leora Hall will
Abel Madrid are the hold . over
Bom, to Mr. and Mrs: Green- accompany their Grand Mother,
members of the School Board.
wood, Saturday, "March 31st. an Mrs. McCurdy, back to their form
Rumor has it that the count is eight pound boy, one of the finest er home at Guthrie, Oklahoma,
questioned and affidavits have ever and he already shows talent this week and plant to remain
been secured to show that Grov-e- r as a builder of buildings.
there fof an extended visit. Their
Till had a majority of the vote
fathe..., , " B. Aall, will look
'
cast,
In a letter from A. R. Davis, after their farms here during
at EI Paso, of Prof. Russell he their absence. Miss Leora is a
Election returns from District states that he is back working favorite with her grandmother,
No: 19 Colfax Co. are as follows- - for the
S:W. again and who has reached advanced years
W. C. Halferty
19
that his children are in school and will remain with her at the
Ben Sandlin
20,
and started there right where sunset of hef long and useful
29
they left off in the Roy Schools life.
John Gillen
43
Judge Carpenter
This is a boost for the Roy School
W. A. Stapp
43
as the El Paso standard is so The I. O. O. F. of Roy has
52
A. K. Gibbs
high that many children from planned to celebrate the ' AnniL. Gibbons
9
eastern- cities aré usually set versary of the founding of their
Nearly every voter was out to back a grade on starting there Order April 26th, as it is celebrat
the election of officers for the and the efficiency of the Roy ed by the lodges in other states
new School District No. 19 of Schools is again exemplified.
A committee was appointed some
Colfax Co. Several cars hauled
time since to arrange for this
in voters from early morning till
Clint Traister,, camped in an celebration but, owing to the unevening.
old ' Mexican house one sight settled conditions and the mány
last week and was bitten , (it is impotant events that will happen
Miss Ida Pint, who came here supposed) by a spider. His eye along near that date, it is difficult
recently from Oklahoma with her and the whole side, of his face to plan ahead for it,
parents enjoys the distinction of was terribly swollen and be came
There will be something doing
being the tallest girl on the Mesa to town for medical attendance, in the way of a celebration if
She is fifteen years of age and is He is recovering but it was a ser- nothing more, this date will be
six foot and seven inches tall,
ious thing for a time.
selected for the big Lodge BanHer father bought the Ray
quet which is due on the member
farm south (tf town and lives Miss Dolly Farmer was with ship contest.
there.
the Springer Basket Ball Girls
at the Game Saturday. She has Mrs. RevrRussel, went to TucThe. Methodist Ladies Aid grown up since leaving Roy as umcari Tuesday to visit her
Society will meet with Mrs. F. A girls have a habit of doing, but daughter, Miss Phoebe who is
Roy Thursday afternoon, April has not outgrown the charming taking treatment there for injurI2th. All members are urged to .ways which made her . popular ies received cranking , a car re- v;Uh every one as a chirj. .v

O

The following show3 the Ap
poitionment of School Funds

Y; County
ominginto

the 'hands of the
Superintendent up to

March 22d, 1917.
The amount, $3272.50 and number of Pupils in the County 4675
Rate 70 cents each.
This is published by Superintendent Rudolph that the people
may know just how School Finances stand. A marked
the methods of other
offices and an example that ought
to be emulated by all the Public
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310
201
142
58

5

137

6
8
9
10

102
85
50
159
61

11

101

12
13
14

468
34
140
138
87
59
54
54
52
89
77
70

1

2
3

7

15

16
17
13

.
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j
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-

j
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19

20
21

22
23
24
23
26

217
112.80
99.40

40.60
95.90
71.40
59.50
39.20
111.30
42.70
70.70
327,60

23.80
98.

96.60
60,90
41.30
37.80

37.80
36.40
62.30
53.90
49.

77.70
44.10

111

63
68

47.60
53

111

.

27
46 32.23
28
71
49,70
29
60 42. ,
30
68 49.70
31
69 48.30
'
32 103 72.10
33 264 184.80
41- - 23.70
34
35
36 25.20
36
60 42. '
37
81 5S.S0
38
57 39.90
39
61
32.70
40
41
23.70
41
35 24.50
42 108 75.60
43
51
35.70
44
33 23.10
45
29 20.30
46
28 19.60
47
45 31,50
48
36 25.20
49
48 &3.60"
50
26 18,20
51
46 32.20
52
39 27.33

77.70

Hef lin has had his Emerson Tractor tuned up and is break
ing sod on his new farm south of
town with it. Andersons Garage
overhauled it,
Mr.

Mrs. Alma Proctor, of Chickash
Oklahoma, has been in Roy the
past week on business connected
with her farm here. Mrs. Proctor was once a resident of Roy
and is kindly remembered by
many friends here.

Chas, Weatherill and wife of
brought their baby to Dr,
Self's Tuesday.- - It was seriously ill and threatened with
Mills

Pneu-moni-

o.

.

It Got His Goat
We recently took the liberty to
request a number of conies of the
State Game Warden's Report of
New Mexico to friends in differ- -'
ent parts of the East. That they
were a surprise and pleasure to
some of them is indicated by the
follewing extracts from a personal letter from Hon. J. C. Beem,
Police Judge of the City of Water
loo, Iowa which we take the liberty of publishing.
"Your State surely gets up
a swell report of Game and Fish
Warden. I received one today
doubtless at your suggestion.
I always like the "wild," I think
I must have a streak of Indian
in me. I am pleased to have the
book. My friend, Jack Casebeer
who is a mighty hunter came in
the office as I received it and
came over to borrow it for Sun
day.
This pamphlet fills me with the
fever for getting out in some"'
wilderness a month or so, to go
bareheaded, eat bacon, game and
crackers, sleep ' on the ground
and get gloriously dirty and savage. I was once a cowboy and
never got over the love of wild
sature.
Kev. O. W. Hearn will preach
"Rnv
Rnndnv mnrnintr itm
evening.

rfi

.

THE

IIEVS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS

FOBEIGN

7,000

CALL OUT

--

Another relief ship reaches port

Belgium In safety.
City of Paris accepts Lincoln statue
recently given to France by Ameri
cans.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

MORE GUARDSMEN

TEN THOUSAND

júil v53U3L

PLEDGE LOYALTY

u

o)

German ambassador to China and
his suite sail for the United States 8 XT Y THOUSAND
MILITIAMEN OFFICIAL AND EDUCATOR, PRIE8T
on way to Germany,
NOW PROTECTING PLANTS
AND RABBI JOIN IN PATRIOTIC
Premier Lloyd George made a decTHE WORLD.
AND STRATEGIC POINT8.
laration in the house of commons in
OUTBURST.
favor of woman suffrage.
A secret wireless station at
suspected of having furDURING THE PAST WEEK
nished communication in the past be- LARGER ARMY PLANNED TO FIGHT FOR LIBERTY
tween
Russian ministers
and Berlin, was discovered.
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
British troops in France have occu EXPECT TEXAS ORGANIZATIONS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
UNIVERSAL MILITARY TRAINING
pied three more villages in the Somme
TO BE USED FOR BORPEOPLE,
DEMANDED BY THOUSANDS AT
region; and in the Champagne the
DER PROTECTION.
French have recaptured positions
DENVER AUDITORIUM.
taken by the Germans March 28.
Western Newtpaper Union Mews Barrica.
Villa forces were defeated at Ma- - WesterasNewspaper
ABOUT VHE WAR
Onion News 8ervloe.
Western Newspaper Union Newe Service.
twenty miles south of Chlhau
pula,
Marine corps ordered recruited up
Washington,
3.
April
City,
by
hau
troops
de
the
The War De- in
facto
to full war strength.
of Gen. Francisco Murgula, partment Saturday called into the fed- SENTIMENT OP SPEAKERS THAT I II
Raider Moewe adds long list of command
6TIRREU THOUSANUS .
Ing to unofficial reports re- - er' service for purpose of police pre
II
accord
tips, to her victims.
meet, not to draw the redWe
7,000
lection
at
about
from
Juarez
City,
additional
ceded
Chihuahua
national
dened sword of vengeance, but to
Russian attacks in Volhynla reA neutral diplomat who arrived at u.ar(l8men.
unsneatne. tne shining- swora oi
pulsed with heavy losses.
justice. Thomas J. O'Donnell.
Guardsmen from five
national
Switzerland, from Vienna as
Berne.
Rome claims repulse of Austrian atPresident Wilson has said be
serts that Austria is almost feverishly ,tates and the District of Columbia
wants to feel the nation's pulse, so
tempts to advance on the Trentlno.
are
teded by the order, bringing
let tne voice or colorado be heara
anxious to retain good relations with
calling to blm: "Lead on, lead on,
Three British destroyers sunk; two the TTnitn KtntM hut I. .van mnrc UP to nearly 60,000 the number who
our President. The sons of Colo
by submarines and one in a collision.
haTe
been
"ummoned for police
Father Hugh I Mc
rado follow."
desirous and determined to support
Meoamln.
tection to industrial plants and other
Total of thirty-twNational Guard
I want no war, but If war mutt
regiments called into federal service.
waiegie points.
. .v.
come to preserve our honor, then
Th.
is my war. Mayor Kobert w.
it
lUD
v""
Seventeen allied airplanes shot Kovernment to 11 Pnl. .r,nn,,oi.
wvw
""the First New Mex opeer.
" ment ordered that
-- .m.
.
down in day's fighting, says Berlin. h.
May
those have scant sympathy
.I. LU
, , ,
wiuuy ,U UOUlUD i
VWU 1UI
111
wno would see our nation unDre
wa.cn never nas
.
"T
An Amsterdam dispatch says sep- of government for Itaelf
to fight the battle of man
pared
attained the National Guafd status re- .I.
kind. Bishop Irvine P. Johnson.
arate' peace offer hus been made to rfian.trh trm p..-,.- .,
As chief executive of this proud
Russia.
long-lastin- g
commonwealth
pledge
I hereby
power at tne aisposai oi tne
every
British Inflict severe defeat upon enlist the Poles against the mtent
VhIi
state government to the loval sun- explanation was
port of our PresidentGovernor
Turkish army of 20,000 men in Pales- by offering "illusory political rights." LwM6 thoff,,clal
C. Ounter.
Julius
tine. Nine hundred officers and men
The Russian provisional govern out were rnnlri fnr nniw
When war breaks and. In my
captured.
ment. says a dispatch from Petrograd, tection it was assumed
opinion.
It already has broken it
that the
must be waged with every resource
A German retirement on both sides has decided all appanagee to be na-- Texas organizations probably would
of men and money the country affords. President
of the Peronne-Fin- s
Livingston
road because of tlonal property and that the revenues be used for border protection, rellev- University of Colorado.
them
from
shall
be
turned into tin ine annroilmntpiv 'All onuol nnmhap rt
strong British pressure is announced
Not until we have been conquered
uuasury. iue income irom regulars for duty elsewhere.
by Berlin.
In open war will we allow any ruler
or combination of rulers to dícgrana aucai appanages alone is es
uie
The organizations named in the or-Field Marshal Halg's men, London
tete to us our national polMei.
' says, after hard fighting, have gained uuiniea ai more inan zo.ouu.uoo ruuiei ders include:
The Rev. Charles U Mead.
Save our country, O God, against
yearly.
Oklahoma Flfnt rerlmAnt Infanir
ground west of
toward
the folly of being unprepared
The figures for British shlnnlM
against the attacks of our
Louisiana First reelment Infantrv.
s.
Heudicourt and toward the railroad
Rabbi William a Friedman.
losses from submarines and mines in
District of Columbia Third reel
running from Marcolng.
the first eighteen days of December, ment infantry.
me sinning or twenty-livmore January,
February and March wen
Texas Second, Third and fourth
steamships, fourteen sailing vessels
Denver, April 3. The challenge of
given as follows in the House of Com' Infantries and the First seoarate
and thirty-sevetrawlers, with an ag mons by
was answered by 10,000 men and
war
Thomas J. MacNamara, finan squadron of cavalry.
gregate gross tonnage of 80,000, in the
women of Denver and Colorado in the
secretary
ciai
to
admiralty:
the
Arkansas
regiment
Do
First
Infantry,
last few days, is announced by the
cember, 30; January, 26; February,
Rhode Island Second, Fifth, Auditorium Saturday night They
admiralty at Berlin.
w; March, 55.
Twelfth and fifteenth companies of rose, 10,000 of them, ..epresentlng
rraacisco vina, at me nead 01 a
coast artillery, equipped as infantry, every class and condition ot Colorado's
cavalry force of 3,500 men, made a de SPORTING NEWS
million people, to urge upon the na'
management
Tne
of the Denvei
termined attempt Friday to capture
Chihuahua City, but was driven back Bowling Company announces a city BRITISH WIN FRONT L08T IN 1914 tion universal military training and
upon Congress "the full support to
with the loss of 600 prisoners and 350 handicap tournament to begin Tues
Line of Gen, French's Retreat From every step that may be taken by the
day, April 10.
In killed and wounded.
Mons, Scene of Terrific Fighting.
Tedford Cann of the New York Ath
administration to vindicate the na
Canadian troops have been in action
national
east of Neuville St. Vaast Berlin letic Club won the
London Anrll i Raían will otras mA. tional honor and the national right"
Ü.
Mother Knew.
swimming championship lnhninw th uinriMW.. nn. mi
says that four attacks by a Canadian A. A.
.. They declared that Germany had For every dollar a woman spends on
A Voice Mary I what are you doing
her dress she gets about 00 cents
second, ta meet at the Pitt. British Saturday, two
force were repulsed with heavy loss, 65
of
"committed
them
acts
just
war
against
of
the worth to show and 10 cents' worth of out there?
while London claims the German burg, Pa., Aquatio Club.'
,h rnJ
o,,thw.t of Arm.
United States." These sentiments, em comfort
Mary I'm looking at the moon,
The Western Slope will have a baso Camhrai ami fiv
lines were entered and prisoners
bodied in a resolution forwarded to
mother.
taken after casualties were Inflicted ball league this year. Representative! the lmnortAnt nnntar nt vrm.nd
Washington, carried with them
Voice Weill tell the moon to go
of seven towns met at Delta, Colo, Ing St Quentin from the West,
on the defenders,
pledge of loyalty and service, from the THICK, GLOSSY HAIR
home
and come in off that porch. It's
organized.
and
towns
The
are Delta,
Occupying Vermand. the British aro West. Church joined with state, law
General Robertson, British chief of
half-paeleven I
staff, and General Nivelle, French Gunnison, Somerset, Olathe, Paonla, once more back on the road of Sir with education In urging war, if war
Grand
Junction
and
Telluride.
John French's memorahi
thief of staff, return from Italian front,
becomes necessary to carry out the
Some people like to tell the truth
N
The orews of Tale and the Univer from Mons, when the "First hundred principles to which the United States
wnere they conferred with General
when they become Inured to the hardCadorna. Latter expects terrific Qer- - 8,tT ot Pennsylvania will race on ths thousand" were thrust from Belgium has committed herself. An Episcopal
ships It entails.
man offensive, but Is prepared and Scbuylklll River Anrll 7th, regardless and almost cut to pieces. It was at bishop, a black-robepriest a Prot
predicts disaster worse than Verdun oi me international situation. It wae Vermand that the Eighth brigade estant pastor, a Jewish rabbi, the Girls! Beautify Your Hair! Make It
Weight for weight a manila rope
Soft Fluffy and Luxuriant Try
agreed that the event could be held halted after the battle of Lecateau, president ot a great university, an edu
for the Germans.
Is Just about as strong as a steel one.
'
Moist
Cloth.
the
without affecting preparations at where Gen.
command cator of International prominence,, a
WESTERN
ssaiBei
either university.
was shattered, but not quite broken. governor, a mayor, and two lawyers
Two men seriously Injured by ex
Try as you will, after an application
by Von Kluck.
to draw in clean-cu- t
combined
lines
GENERAL
plosion at cartridge factory at Alton,
German raider In South Atlantic the picture of the world crisis and of Danderlne, you cannot find a single
Secretary McAdoo's three sons havi
111.
trace of dandruff or falling hair and
has captured eleven enemy ships and the duty of this country.
volunteered
for
service
in
naval
the
TUett of 140,000 worth of Jewels
your scalp will not itch, but what will
sunk
them,
to
according
285 prisoners
the
From
moment
Ralph
W.
Smith,
Can quickly be overcome by
reserve
in case of war.
r
from William Wrlgley, Jr., announced
please you most, will be after a few
landed at Rio Janeiro.
chairman,,
executive
meet
the
called
CARTER S LITTLE
The
United
States
district court at
at Pasadena, Cal.
Several Americans reported killed ing to order until Rabbi William S. weeks' use, when you see new hair,
fine and downy at first yes but real LIVER PILLS.
As a result of a gold nugget being Norfolk, Va., turned over prize ship on the Snowden and the Crispin, sunk Friedman closed
with his prayer for
Purely vegetable
round in the street, Helena, Mont., Appam to British owners.
without warning by a submarine.
benediction, the enthusiasm grew un- ly new hair growing all over the
act surely and
iPsnTrryrf
George Goelet of New York City,
Germans report victory In Bystrltia til the people stood and cheered wild- scalp.
witnessed a gold stampede.
gently on the
gift
a
$250,000
of
made
A
Hungarian-Rumaniato
little
Danderlne immediately dou liver. Cure
the Harje valley near
fro-- ly, waved thousands of flags and
Forty thousand acres of land
bles the beauty of your hair. No differ Biliousness,
tier, taking 275 prisoners,
excluded from Crook national forest Norton American ambulance corps,
111 Din
shouted themselves hoarse.
The lower branch of the legislature.
British frustrate Turkish envelop-In Arizona by executive proclamation
They cheered T. J. O'Donnell, prin- ence how dull, faded, brittle and rlead
ache,
scraggy,
Just moisten a cloth with
will be subject to public entry May of Vermont killed on a viva voce vott 'ng movement near Deltawah, thirty- - cipal speaker of the evening, who
Dizzi
23,
the Interior Department an a bill which would have permitted nve miles north of Bagdad. Turkish urged that the American flag be car- Danderlne and carefully draw it ness, and Indigestion. They do their duty.
through
your
hair,
one
taking
women
Grzlngan
near
repulsed.
vote
to
small SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
for presidential eleo attacks
nounced.
ried to the battle lines In France and
Rome reports repulse of heavv Aus "wave ahead of a legion In pursuit ot strand at a time. The effect is Im
Under the leadership of their com tors.
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Genuine must bear Signature
It costs $709,817,000 a year to keen wn attacks near Gorizia. Violent the helmeted Invader as he recrosses mediate and amazing your hair will
manding officer, Col A. M. Tuthlll,
be
fluffy
light
wavy,
and
and have an
limmerln- - on artillery activity continues on the Cor- his own frontier, his back turned toevery officer of the First Arizona in the bright lights
appearance of abundance: an incom
ward the banners of democracy."
fantry signed a pledge to abstain from Broadway. James Churchill, restan- 80 íront
parable luster, softness and luxuri
Two allied biplanes brought down by
alcoholic liquors during the period of rateur, said the annual expenses oi
They cheered as each speaker de- ance, the beauty
and shimmer of true
b no more necessary
New
in
Macedonia,
Teutons
5,000
York's
according
to
cabarets
would
tneir service with the United States,
nounced the suggestion that the hair health.
than Smallpox. Aour
TYPHOID exsalence
Berlin statement. ,
according to members of the regiment reach this figure.
au ocmonsbiud
United States back down from her
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
the slmcct mlncnlaue afO- arriving at Douglas from Naco.
John M. Couch, on trial in district
avowed position in this crisis.
sad hsndennen,of Aailtjrphold VacciasUoa.
Danderlne from anv store nnd nmn escy,
Be vaccinated MOW by you ehrtlclaa, yea sat
court at Oklahoma City on the charge German Socialists Demand Republic
They cheered loudly when Russia that your hair Is as pretty and soft Torn family.
WASHINGTON
It ti man Tlul than boom Inoraos.
having killed his sister-in-laof
Aik
pbytldaa, dragglst, Of send for "Have
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8.
April
London.
There were was welcomed into the fold ot democ- as any that It has been neglected or you hadyent
It is stated that American legation
Typhoid?" kllint of Typhoid VaccfaH,
M.
an
'Dunn,
Oklahoma City storm v scenes In the RniohHtn
svi. racies. They rose and cheered again Injured by careless treatment that's
ixanlUfmmns , sad dancer from Typhoid Carriol.
In Brussels is under complete isola weuie
school teacher, was found guilty oi day, according to a Reuter dispatch when the Fort Logan military band
Tun arm laboratory, ucHstirY, cal
all. Adv.
tion.
reosecuo Menus e ataua uses a. a eo. uecaiafirst degree murder and sentenced to from Amsterdam, when Socialist dep- - broke into the strains of the "Marseil
A contract for 100 steel cable anti
iiio imprisonment.
foreshadowed the establlnhmant laise" at the close of a plea for Franoe.
uties
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Wft-yAn girl who punctuates a love letsubmarine nets was awarded by the
More than 15,000 members of the! of a republic and demanded that the
Every move that looked toward pre ter is mistaken in thinking there is
Navy
Department.
The
contract Long Island Council of
rwi cm mor. f In.l.t Hid
Women's Reichstag have larger powers in the paredness, every utterance that con something the matter with her heart
I In"1 ny ' nula.li. Kulua. iho- -i
amounts to $188,100.
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Ana, forals-- nnllrv Dr fiV1iiart rw.rM tha tained the spirit of fighting against
Rear Admiral James H. Oliver, chief elation of New York to provide them Socialist leader, is quoted by the Co- patent
Renovate
of
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leather
by
nation's
rights,
the
met
rubbing
of navy intelligence, was named by an opportunity to learn how to take logne Gazette as saying: "My party
with united, unanimous, complete sup- with a cloth soaked in milk.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
Secretary Daniels as governor of the the places of men workers if
the men has addressed an appeal to foreign port. Net a pacifist voice was raised,
Danish West Indies.
are called to the colors.
Socialists for peace without annexa- - not a protest was heard,
President Wilson was urged by SenExpresslng the belief that the next tíon- - 11 ha been rejected. The
ator Chamberlain of Oregon, chair six months will find 1,500,000 men Frencn want absolutely to annex Al
Pueblo, Colo. Patriotic enthusiasm
man of the committee on military af- under arms In this country, United
and repeated pledges of loyalty to the
fairs, to recommend universal train States Senator Klrby left Texarkana,
United States in the war crisis marked
b
ing aa a solution of the unprepared Arg., ror wasmngton.
demonstration participated in by Bonus of Western Canada
He was one
20 Injured In D. & R. 6. Wreck.
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three cars, a chair car. a da roarh tionalities, and program ot
to Canada is great - As an inducement
pleted by the Navy League to collect frage
íor farm
a
speeches
bill permitting partial suffrage
necessary help at once, Canada will give
and disburse a fund of $10,000,000 for to the women of that state and at and a" combination mail and express on the court house lawn brought the
families of 100,000 naval volunteers of the same time passed the prohibition car of a Denver A Rio Grand train celebration to a climax In an outburst
the United States, according to an an bill, including amendments which the were derailed and overturned near of patriotic feeling. Conservative es- ONE HUNDRED
Ridgway. A kink In the rail under
nouncement at a meeting of that or
timates placed the number of marchary wing oi me senate declares the rear car caused the accident
ganisation.
ers at 15,000.
maaes pronimtion a rarce.
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House leaders, Demócrata and ReTwenty miners were overcome and
Girl Dies From Poison.
Patriotlo demonstrations at which and allow the time of the farm laborer, who has filed on the land, to
publicans, all paving the way for quick 450 men were thrown out of work as
to the nation and the President apply as residence duties, the same as if he
loyalty
Boulder.
Four
hours
after
the
birth
actually had lived on
action on appropriation bills and legis- the result of a fire In the Bingham
of a daughter in the family of William was pledged were held Saturday night This special concession is the reduction of one year in the time to
lation, bearing on (he International copper mine at Bingham, Utah.
Chicago,
Philadelphia and Pitts- complete duties. Two years' residence instead
T. Mundt here his daughter Minnie, at
.
crisis.
of three as heretofore,
Governor McCall was authorized by
years old, died from the effects burg and many other cities. The Phila- out only to men workinc on the farmo fnr
The annual food bill of the average the executive council to spend $750,- - 4V4
delphia
meeting
was
adattended with
for .farm help is in no way connected with enlistment
family has grown from $339.30 In 1913 000 of the $1,000,000 recently appropri- of carbollo acid crystals, administered ded significance by being
held in the
to $425.54 at present, the Department ated by the Massachusetts legislature in play by other children.
agricultural output. A won-?- T
!waX
P
historic Independence square. New
secure a far???
of Labor announced In a review of for defense purposes.
good wages at the same
draw
York's
patriotic
meeting
was held a
Danish West Indies Transferred.
food prices.
will pay all fare over one cent per
agu.
9oveP"1f"t
week
8peaker Champ Clark and the en
Washington, The Danish West In
-- tT
or
tr PannH an
The twelve federal reserve banks tire Democratic organization of the
dies were formally transferred to the
as to low railway rates may be had on application to
Chinese Recognize New Russia.
on twenty-fon- r
hours' House were renominated or the extra United States on payment of a treasPeking. The Chinese government
notice a
loan to the govern- session of the Sixty-fiftCongress by
W. V. BENNETT, Room 4,
Bee Bldg., Omaha, Nebr.
ment of $50,000,000 at the rat of 3 the caucus of Democratic representa ury warrant for .$26,000,000 to Minis- has recognized the new government
ter Brun of Denmark.
Russia.
in
per cent a year.
Canadian Government Agent
tives.
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IMPORTANT TO HATCH CHICKENS EARLY

BOTHER! LOOK AT

WAR IS DECLARED

CHILD'S TONGUE
If

(From the United Btatee Department of earliest hatched pullets will, of course,
Agriculture.)
beDid It ever occur to you that nature begin to lay first... If any of them
requires her children to take an an- gin to molt, their places will be taken
nual vacation? She docs, and nowhere by the later ones and a steady supply
eggs will be more certain,
do human beings puzzle their brains of
The Difficulty.
over this fact more than when the
difficulty
In the way of the prac
The
begin
hens
their yearly holiday. This
vacntlon Is technically called the tical application of this matter is that
"molting season." ' It begins during so many poultry keepers are depend'
the late summer. The bens stop lay- ent on hens for hatching. As long as
ing, and change their suits of feathers we have late hatched chickens we will
for new ones. Usually they consume have late sitters. The poultry keeper
three or four months In the process". who wants to change from late hatchMost of ns know this perfectly welt, ing to early hatchlug must therefore
but are apt to overlook the fact that either get broody hens from someone
a very Important feature of the molt- else or use an incubator. After he
ing period Is that
stops. has "changed the dates" on his flock
We are unreasonable and expect the he will have no trouble, especially with
hens to lay all the time. When the the Americun breeds.
Can It Be Doner
hens take this vacation new-lai- d
fresh
eggs are scarce and remain scarce unEvery progressive poultry raiser who
til the pullets hatched during the pre- has tried It, every agricultural col
ceding cpring begin to lay.
lege and the government, have data
The Remedy.
showing that early hatching will proThe remedy Is very simple, and is duce fall and winter layers. In the
under the control of the poultryman. government flock during the past win
The first step Is to have chickens ter the pullets of the entire flock av
hatched early, so that the pullets begin eraged over 20 per cent In egg producto lay whim the hens begin to molt. tion, and some pens made 35 per cent
This Is not difficult Pullets of the That means, In plain language, that
American breeds begin laying at about the egg production .for all the pullets
seven months of age. Leghorn pullets was one egg dally for every five hens,
begin when about six months old. and for some pens one egg dully for
North of the Ohio river this means every three hens. This, too, when
that all hutching must be over by fresh eggs sold upto 75 cents per
May 1 at the latest. The best plan Is dozen in Washington,
This could not
to have the chickens coming at Inter- have been done except by early hatch
vals during March and April. The ing.
egg-layin- g

on the stems of the collapsing plants,
and some of these most constantly seen
before the
groups.
Their relation to the trouble is being
Investigated, but the
Indica
Prevalent Last Season in
tions suggest that they a fe not the prl
ous Sections of the East.
rnary cause but have attacked . the
plants already seriously weakened by
other agencies.
Experiments in Progresa.
Application
of Potash er Manure to
Fertilizer experiments in progress
8oil Recommended If Either Are
on affected fields demonstrated that
Obtainable Outbreak Expected
the plots receiving potash showed little
Again This Year.
or no signs of the trouble, even where
the other plots were entirely dead.
(From the United Statee Department of Stable munure also held the disease in
Agriculture.)
Á potato disease appearing on cer- almost complete control.
Investigations of the trouble by the
tain soils and apparently associated
with the luck of potash In the commer- department are incompletes but the
cial fertilizers used was prevalent lust present indications are that It is due
summer In various sections of the East. to Insufficient potash, or, perhaps, in
According to speclullsts of the bureau some soils at least, to an excess of
of plant Industry, United States de- nitrates in the presence of a miniFarmers who
partment of agriculture, the trouble mum potash supply.
was largely controlled by the use of are unable to secure potash fertilizer
stable manure. The disease may be ex- for their potato fields but who have
pected to appear again with Increased stable manure may Insure their crops
severity during the coming season against attack by its use. In sections
In many
sections, rom where certain types of 'soil have been
Maine to Virginia, and probably also observed to suitor from the dlueuse un
farther south. It was first noted In der discussion, and it is advisable to
plant potatoes on these types next
scattered fields in 1015. In 1916 it.
year,
it is strongly recommended that
considover
serious and general
erable areas. Last year the disease potash fertilizers or stable manure be
was first observed late' in June In applied If either are obtainable.
Maryland and Virginia, and during the
latter part of July ' in Maine. The CAREFUL SELECTION OF SEED
affected plants first develop a downward rolling of the leaf margins, ac- Many Corn Failures Might Have Been
companied by a peculiar bronzing of
Turned Into Success by Using
the surface, sometimes mistaken for
Selected Ears.
on
occurs
Since
spray injury.
it
as well as on sprayed plants,
Nothing else would so cheaply turu
it cannot be due to the corrosive ac- many corn failures Into successes as
tion of sprays. The foliage gradu- good seed corn.
ally turns brown not yellow and the
While a knowledge of corn breeding
plant ripens prematurely. Deuth of would be helpful, any farmer can do
the leaves and sudden collapse of the much toward supplying himself and his
stems at the ground level follow. The neighborhood with better seed corn
yield, of course, la much reduced.
d
by starting with a
variety
Where Disease Is Found.
and selecting the best ears from the
The disease is found more common- best stalks every year. By so doing,
varieties, natural selection assists in weeding out
ly on fields of
'
but is not restricted to them. It also the unfit
grown
grain, there
corn
for
Where
is
appears first on early planted fields.
which to
no
locality
is
better
from
apvery
Is
What is more striking the
parent association of the trouble with obtain seed than that in which it is
to be planted.
certain soil types, at least In Maine,
well
as
other
where this relation, as
features of the trouble, are being Inves- TIME FOR CUTTING ALFALFA
tigated by the department experts In
with the Maine agricul- Ready for Hay When Young Shoots
at Bases of Plants First Appear
tural experiment station.
Blossoms Also Show.
Soils which originally supported the
growth of soft woods, or "mixed-growt- h
In general, alfalfa should be cut for
lunds," developed the diseased
condition in Its most severe type, while hay when the young shoots at the bases
the hardwood ridges showed it least or of the plants first appear. If these
not at all. The trouble appeared first new shoots become long enough to be
in the swales or lowlunds, where the cut off by the mower, the new crop
natural drainage was not so good as may be badly damaged. The blossoms
on the higher ridge land. When the often appear simultaneously with the
disease appeared at all on the higher new shoots, but blossoms alone are
ground, It was of a less severe type. not a safe guide to the time for cut
Specific fungi are frequently found ting.

NEW POTATO

A laxative today saves a sick child
tomorrow.
Children simply will not
take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets sluggish: stomach
our.
Look at the tongue, mother I If coat
ed, or your child is listless, cross, feverlsh, breath bnd, restless, doesn't eat
heartily, full of cold or has sore throat
or any other children's ailment, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," then don't worry, because It la
perfectly harmless, and in a few houra
all this constipation poison, sour bile
and fermenting waste will gently
move out of the bowels, and you have
a well, playful child again. A thorough "Inside cleansing" is ofttlmes all
that Is necessary. It should be the
first treatment given In any sickness.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
Ask at the store for a
bottle of
"California Syrup of Figs," which has
full directions for babies, children of
plainly
all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adr.

potato-growin-

A Semiprecious

g

Stone.

"Is she interesting?"
"No, cold as a stone."
"Oh, I see; a sort of Jude, ehr'

YES!

LIFT

A

CORN

OFF WITHOUT PAIN!
Cincinnati man tells how to dry
up a corn or callus so It lifts
off with fingers.
Ton
men and women
need suffer no longer. Wear the shoes
that nearly killed you before, says this
Cincinnati authority, because a few
drops of freezone applied directly on a
tender, aching corn or callus, stops
soreness at once and soon the corn or
hardened callus loosens so It can be
lifted off, root and all, without pain,
A small bottle of freezone costs very
little at any drug store, but will post
lively take off every hard or soft corn
or callus. This should be tried, as It
Is Inexpensive and Is said not to Irri
d

tate the surroundlne skin.
If your druggist hasn't any freezone
tell him to get a small bottle for you
from his wholesale drug house. adv,
Limit of His Capacity.
"Jones told me toduy that
he Isn't drinking any more." Spank
"I don't see how he could."
Spink

DISEASE

disease-producin-

ON PEG - TOP SKIRT

TO ENDORSE

PLEASED

6000

KIDNEY MEDICINE

Vnr the nast ten veers Dr. Kilmer's
has been sold by ut nd our
t
cuatoinera who nave talten it are very
much gratified at the resulte obtained
from its use and apeak very favorably re
garding it. It u a good kidney, uver ana
bladder remedy and we take pleasure in
recommending it.
Very truly youra,
JOHNSON'S DKUG STORK,
Weldona, Colo,
June
SwamD-Roo-

Prove Wast Swamp-Ro- ot
Will Do for Yoa
Send ten eente to Dr. Kilmer & Co..

Bingbamton. ti. x., for a sample uze Dottle. It will convince anyone. You will
alio receive a booklet of valuable information, telling about the kidneys and bladder. When writing, be sure and mention
and
this paper. Regular fifty-cesize bottles for sals at all drug
stores. Adv.

one-doll-ar

.

continent a whole year, let alone a half
season.

Each designer In Paris had a fling
at an oval skirt, and each designer,
not resting content with one origina'
Those Who Cater to Exclusiva Seta tlon, tried a hundred methods in as
many materials. Therefore, the accu
Refuse to Accentuate Barrel Emutation of ideas in the new French
ffectShort Jacket Has Settled
frocks is quite heavy enough to stultl
Place In Fashions.
fy any Idea in the hearts of American
designers that they now have a chance
New York. There is a real struggle
to promote some American fashion,
between the barrel or pegtop skirt and1
Whichever way one turns, there Is
the .one that hangs plumb from waist a new Idea In skirts. So true Is
this
to ankles. It Is not necessary to Indi- that, after going through
the openings,
cate that the Unes are drawn between one rushes to a tailor who makes manthe exclusive,
dressmakers
and the shops, in the battle to produce
the most fashionable skirt
There is, ostensibly, a feeling among
the women and men who cater to a fastidious and conservative clientele, that
Whatever the manufacturers have put
out in large numbers should be avoided
by them. This feeling Is not based on
any bitterness or rivalry between the
two concerns; It Is really a reflection
on the putrons of these exclusive
places. It Is not possible for dressmakers who hold their heads high In
prices to sell in bulk ; they must make
their money from the Individual, not
from the mass, and there Is a strong
and growing feeling among the patrons
of specialty plates that they will not
wear the gowns which are seen In shop
windows, and especially -- those which
are manufactured by the hundreds and
sold throughout the trade. These wom
en want French models or gowns that
cannot be Imitated and sold by the
dozen for less than $50.
When the barrel skirt was first ex
ploited on this side of the ocean, the
openings In Paris had not
taken place, and the majority of dressmakers Insisted that they would not
answer for the success of the peg-toor oval silhouette, as one chooses to
call It, because it was not probable that
Paris would show It later In the season, and equally Improbable that fus- tldlous patrons would want to pay a
large price for a style that had been
run to the ground through wholesale
distribution.
Theory Fell Flat.
This argument was plausible and
It Influenced those who handled the
French costume of green Jersey with
barrel skirt; but this built collar of black satin and skirt of
up theory proved to be a house of green and black Scotch plaid.
The
cards that fell flat under the weight skirt Is narrow, and the sailor blouse
'
of the
Paris openings, Is without a belt and Is fastened up
wher$- the peg-toskirt, or oval sil the front.
houette was featured in every prom'
nish clothes, and, with a feeling of
Inent house.
The flare went out of hems as sud serenity and a sigh of content, orders
denly as a flash of lightning leaves a pluln, plaited skirt that has nothing
the sky. Circular skirts remained In about it to attract attention but fine
fashion, but they were attenuated and workmanship and the perfection of a
simplified. The heais dropped down straight line.
The Struggle In Jackets.
from one to four Inches, and the
There is no serious fight between
straight line of machine pleating came
Into fashion. The French gowns all the long and the short Jacket, and
displayed a tendency to be held In at there are not many original ideas In
the hem In some manner, and the coats. There are Americana who have
gladly turned to the tailors of this
country for Ideas, because they did not
find what they wanted In the French
output.
Everyone was warned that Paris
could not produce a sizable assortment
of coat suits for this spring, on ac
count of the scarcity of men workers,
Some of the houses, notably Doeulllet,
produced their usual quota of coats
and skirts for the American trade, but
the entire burden of cleverness, orig
inality and good workmanship was care
ried by the
frocks which, in
nearly all cases, had a long coat to
WARY
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It Is said that men who never drink,
smoke or stay out lute at night live
to a ripe old age. Perhaps thut's their
punishment

well-teste-

early-maturi-
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Dealers In cotton products In China
crop at upward of
estimate the 1015-10

600,000,000

pounds.
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Woman Thought She Would
Die. Cured by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
Omtensburer. Wis. "I suffered from
female troubles which caused piercing
pains wee a Knire
through my back
and side. I finally
lost all my strength
so I had to go to
bed. The doctor
advised
an operation but I would
Vil

not listen to it. I
thought of what I
h ad read about Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
tried it. The first
bottle brought crreat
relief and six bottles have entirely
cured me. AH women who have female
trouble of any kind should try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
Mrs. Etta Dobion, Ofrdensburg. Wis.
Physicians undoubtedly did their best
battled with this case steadily and could
do no more, but often the most scientific
treatment is surpassed by the medicinal
properties of the good old fashioned
roots and herbs contained in Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
If any complication exists it pays to
write the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
Co., Lynn, Mass.,iorspecial free advice.

LIVEy OWELS

d

g

e.

.

this side of the water, as far as skirts
Dressmakers Want are concerned, because France, through For sick headache, bad breath,
Sour Stomach and
her February openings, baa given
Something Different From
enough Ideas in the matter of cutting
constipation.
That Sold in Shops.1
and draping skirts to last a sensible

High-Price-

C0-ce-

HEN ANO LARGE - SIZED BROOD.

ÜAübltlü

cross, feverish, constipated
give "California Syrup
of Figs."

MOTHER

If

match.
The stress of French designing was
laid upon the gown with Its coat, and
not the short skirt with Its short Jack
et. The Frenih designers themselves
said to the American buyers when
they were there In Februnry that no
one produced the mannish coat and
skirt to such perfection as the Ameri
can tailor, and that It seemed to
France quite unnecessary to Invent
much in that direction for people who

were past masters of the art.
A few lines were laid down for gen
eral work, because America must have
Its silhouette from Paris, regardless of
the way in which It twists and turns
It in this country. Therefore, the tight
ly plaited, straight skirt or the slightly
circular skirt with three seams was
offered with a short Jacket, usually
trusting to its collar and cuffs for orig
inality.
American

This coat Is cut on long, slim lines
and trimmed with gray stitchery which
gives the effect of silver lace. The
frock beneath Is of black satin with
bands of the stitchery on each side
of the skirt and narrow bands of It
trimming the bodice.
dressmakers all over the country were

Makers

Pleased.

This situation has vastly pleased
the manufacturers In this country.
They are already flooding the conti
nent with coat suits of their own designing, and the American women are
giving large orders to tailors who do
not go to France or copy French mod
els. So everyone is pleased, including France.
The fly in the ointment, as far as
the tailors are concerned, is that the
American woman is looking very kindly upon the French ideji of a
frock and a three-quartcoat, but,
as those In and out of the trade argue,
It Is as difficult to persuade an Anglo- Saxon woman to do without her mannish coat suit as to ask ner to do
without a shirtwaist,
Therefore, the fashion In coats Is
important to this country. The usual
Jacket Is short, and If It does not have
a belt it has some method of seaming
about the waistline or a trifle above
or below, to Indicate a break between
the shoulder and hem.

face to face with the fact thut the
skirts shown by the manufacturers and
those they had brought over were double first cousins, If not sisters.
Yet, against this fact, the dressmak
ers who cater to exclusive sets are In
silhouette Is
sisting that the peg-to- p
to be taken up warily and not accentuated.
AH the dressmakers are willing to
take material from the skirts or to
bold whatever material they use In a
narrow, hobbled band at the Instep.
They weight the hem so that It will not
flare, but they do not pull the skirt out
or shape It over the hips In any extreme manner.
(Copyright,
There Is little need of origination on

one-pie-

017,

by the McClure Newspa- -

Get a
box now.
No odds how bad your Uver, stomach
or bowels; how much your head
aches, how miserable and uncomfortable you are from constipation, indigestion, biliousness and sluggish bowels
you always get the desired results
with Cascarets.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
make you miserable. Take
put an end to the
Cascarets
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nervousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
backache and all other distress;
cleanse your inside organs of all the
bile, gases and constipated matter,
which Is producing the misery.
A
box means health, happiness and a clear head for months.
No more days of gloom and distress
If you will take a Cascaret now and
then. All ctores sell Cascarets. Dont
forget the children their little
need a cleansing, too. Adr.
bowels

Women taxi drivers are the latest
In England.

GftEEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
Few persons can be sick who use
Green's August Flower. It has been
used for all ailments that are caused
by a disordered stomach and Inactive
Uver, such as sick headache, constipation, sour stomach, nervous Indigestion, fernientntlon of food, palpitation
of the heart from gases created In
the stomach, pains in the stomach, and
many other organic disturbances.
August Flower Is a gentle laxative,
regulates digestion, both In the stom
ach and Intestines, cleans and sweet
ens the stomach and whole alimentary
cannl, and stimulates the liver to secrete the bile and Impurities from the
blood. Try It. Two doses will relieve
you. Used for fifty years In every
town and hnmlet In the United States
and In all civilized countries. Adv.
Near-Potat-

o

Coming.

Enter the Imitation potato I It Is
called the dnxlieen, Is a member of the
tuber family mid flourishes In Trini
dad. Rect'iitly the dashecn has been
Introduced Into the South, aid it la
expected that cultivation of the plant
will help to cut down the cost of high
living, us represented In the potato.
1 frostless season of seven months
IsTequlred to grow the dnsheen, which
cannot be cultivated farther north
than South Carolina. As an article of food It Is said to have less water than the potato, and Increased protein, starch and sugar. These quaUUea
would be likely to render It even more
pnlntable thnn the familiar potato,. and
we may soon be confronted with res"
taurant bills reading: "Dasheen
or "Dasheen a la O'Brien."
Lyon-nnlse-

Another Coup.
"More fuel has been added to the
flames."
"What are you talking nboutr
"The social warfare being waged by
Mrs. Grnbcotn and Mrs. Dubwalte. It
seems that when the Grabcolns wefe
In New York they spent twice aa much
for theater tickets as the Dubwaltes
did."
On the ocean the swell makes people
sick and some of the swells encountered on land have a similar effect. '
An onion or a potato Is given away
with every purchase by. a New York
drug store.

fa Steady
IT,

Those Nervef I

If it's caffeine the drug
in coffee
that's causing
shaky nerves, the remedy
is perfectly plain

Quit coffee, and for a
pleasant, healthful table
beverage, use

POSTUM
Postum is a delicious
cereal drink, pure and
nourishing and absolutely
free from any harmful ingredient
.

There's a big army of
Postum users who are enjoying better health and
comfort since joining the
ranks.

"There's a Reason"

'

THE

FOR SALE: Pair good ycurg
Also pair two
work horses.
year olds, gelding and filly.
J. N. Nutter,
Roy, N. M.

.

IRVJN OGDEN, SP
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

SuWriftiM $1.50 Per

Entered as

second-clas-

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner

postoffice In Roy, New Mexico.

S?

H-

Office

on Gov. Land

at

Join our list of
satisfied depositors

Solano, New Nexico.

March 31, 1917
Full Blood Rhode Island Red
The advice contained in the Chickens, Hens $1.23 Roosters
telegram below just received in $3.00.
this office from the Commissioner 5T5 Floersheim Mercantile Co.
of the General Land Office, at
Washington, is intended to you
for your information.
"Relative New Mexico unlaw
ful inclosure situation additional
order this day issued to effect
that all fences on public lands
must be removed on or before
Office at Residence
April fifteen as per order tJan
ROY, N. M
uary twenty three unless com- plete map showing all fences and
inclosures on public lands be
filed with you on or before April
fifteen in which case such fences
No Combination
shown on maps need not be removed by that date but will be
or Keadmg Like It
permitted to remain until issuand
ance special orders with refe2-1- 0
All For
rence thereto. Maps should identify fence with certainty with re
ference public land surveys.
The Youth Companion
Give this telegram and letter
Jjvmí vnnrir mtfmtnAtrX
following immediate publicity."
52 I3SUE3
The favorite family weeklr of Arritioi.
It will be my purpose to prompt
12 Great Serials or Croups in 1917. ami
250 Short Stories, a thousand Arricie
ly furnish New Mexico newsand Suggestion, a thousand Funny
isms. Special Fags f Jr all
papers copies of the letter menÉ
1 úralitkFmlu-foron!iifl
tioned in the telegram, upon its
13k
and 12 Issues of
Jt
I.IcCalTs Magazine
receipt here.
M'CALL'J MAGA7JNB
B. H. GIBBS, Chief,
12 ISSUES AND A DZS3 PATTEA.M
alS' Dress
The Fashion AUTHORITY folbw-Santa Fe Field Div., G. L. 0.

T

Deposits $140 000.00
Total Resources $160,000.

J. E. WILDMAN

Real Estate, Loans
and Insurance

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS

BANK
NOTICE TO CITIZENS
Notice for Publication Isolated Tract
Public Land Sale

j

Department of the Interior.
U S Land Office

.

V

Easter Cards,

Cardies

and

specialties.

'

Fairview Pharmacy.

fthis

Easter Card3, Candies and

1THE

n'

Nov-

elties. See thew on display now
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
at.

YOUTH'S COMPANION for

R2

jc

USai

week, and the

t

t
t Uu

O

ftppMri

)UmiJ Hr)
'f I. voiirt

(at

1917 rlA--

Otfer is to turn Youth' Companion subscriber only.)
McCALL'S MAGAZJNE every month for one year; also choice of any
McCail Draw Pattern t'KEE for 2 cents extra to cover mailing.
fHE YOUTH'S COMPANION. St Paul St.. BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS

Wed. Mar. 11 '17

reallz? as Ihc-- enjoy the
dubious pineapple that In Ha Jf.lci
Nature has provided a valuable medi
Chemically tne June ot rrcsii
cine.
is similar to certain Olíieo-ítvferments which nature manufacturen in the stomach and utilice In
'.he digestion, anil In cuses of lndiftpr-ilo-

t

e

heartburn,

rus?'i,

aa,

k headache and similar distress,
pineapple Juice, mixed with pe;kin
XT.i curtain otliT imcrcdltints. forma
i wordei fully effective substitute fur

,1

Sale to commence at 10 o'clock there materials.
A
combination of
Sharp. The following described
.Hike, pepsin and other
U put uj under the name of
property towit- COMNATOT,
plne-ipp-

meJi-"tint--

50 Head of Cattle

MXEArPLK

le
H

PKPSIN

the finest things
for stomach dlsordt-rs- .
Tin lirst do3
then
brinca relief. A fine appetite lom-ach
provea ocyoud question thnt the
is once more In excellent condition. Any leadin? drita; iitore will
you a guarantee of prompt
f;lve and
beneftt or money back. Get
a 50c or H.0U bottle of NATUL
t
POUND and Is one of

v

rN'

if-

-

o

-

Joiii-mmI-

mm m
I

i

,

E

.

Spickert Bro's.
Col.

llT-4.p- d.

Fingernail Statistics.
by n (?cIont!;-'Hint In a lifetime of 70 ycci-.- a rmin
prows nnlis which, if It ívere possllili-lpreserve ilicni uncut, would roiicli
the length of 7 feet 9 Inches.

It Ins hern estimated

t

s

Medical Treatment.
liow nre ye
Mistress Flynn? I yer rliiu-- '
mutiz liny better?" Mrs. Flynn "Well.
yU, I llilnk It Is. I llmnk ye Uoimlly.
The new doctor's treatment Is doln' me
a wort' tiv good, I liehive. lie ndvolses
me to luUe queen mm eternally, nud
to rub (diarchy on nie j'ints. So I'm
doiu' It, i;n' I think It's uelplu' im
Remarkable

Sir. Kelly "An

wondeifu'ly."

land;
M

N1-NE-

S

J

14

T

21

N

It

29E N

P

M
Tb.3 sale will

not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those present at the hour named have ceased
bit'd'.ng, The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
land are advised to
on or
file their claims tr objechrs,
before the time designated for sale.
above-deBcrib-

4 28

Paz

Vai.vrde

Register

Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office
Clayton, New Mexico
12, 1917.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Nttice is hereby given that ths State
of New Mexico has applied to select un
tier ll e provisions of the acts of June
21, 1898 and June 20, li'10 and att supplementary and amendatory thereto"
Serithe following public lands,
al 024704s, List 7851.
to-w- it

NEi-N-

lünety-Fo-

cr

(94) Styles

Colora end

tl:

8 i ios in
frnnotjK H110

Ttiera
of "Hangar" Bicycles, shown in full color in our bij new Catalogue just o!T (lie pn-is- .
ure eiirhty.three (H,0 othf-rs- , also, shown nt. prices rmiini; from $1
$13.76, $15.73
up. There is
Mé'AO Bicvrle for
yarjr rider, at a price made pussihlc only by our
sales plan.
but wrlte TODAY for this new Catnlopue of "RnnW WcyclM.
CCHf)
IS5ISV
Tiros ami Sundries at price tn low tlituv lii astonUft voii. Ah",
law
full particulars of our gphit new oiler to deliver to you all charas vrcnni'l your choice nf n:i
of the 94 kinds of KAKGKR" Bicycles you may select. lor WH nivaiu s
TlilAl:
This w onderful offer is almitutelu genuine. No cue criticises your choice a it a Kanec
most popular, largest wiling Bicycle m uie couutry.
íucís
J," IlVuie ne
TiRESl LM1PS) B1i1Í"UD"VíÍI12!Í!S faíciSffíIí
In Bicycle equipment and Sundries," as well as the Repair Parts nnd Combination Offer for
refitting your old Bicycle all shown fully illustrated, at HALF VSUAli I'HICKS. Our new
Catalogue is the lnrsest ever Issued by any Bicycle concern. Even if you do not need a nr
Bicycle now, or Renn ir Parts, Tires, etc., for your old Bicycle, youuecd Ulis Catalogue to tell you
tlie prices you should pay v. hen you do buy.

vkltiJ

BinCCI MlRCHTC I'iiSf.STCR WcwnntaRlderAgentlneveryneishliorhoodtondc
You can

RUCilla

sel.:ct the
niULU
ViiiillCU and exhibit the new "UANOElt."
partlculnr style suited to your own nectls. Boys and younir men in all p;irta of the country a:e
a
on every
They
commission
make Rood
riding "Rangers" and taking orders from their friend.
sale and so can you. Our great output, perfected methods and machinery enable us to i.!l
"qunlity" Bicycles at prices below all competitors.
MOTORCYCLE AND AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES. Ourblir. new Catalogue also gives larce
space to these lines at lowest prices. Thotuiands of our "Bicycle" customers of a generation aero
are now buying their "Auto" Sundries of us, because Uicy kuow "Mead" quality aud prices ar e
always right.
WRITE US TODA Y, Do not delay. A postal request at a cost of one e;nt will bring you the
big-- cafitiogue.
JO SOT 1VY until you get it uud our trtmdirui new offers aud pricea.

J.

...

L. MEAD CYCLE CO.

f

5c

7.30 P. M

BAPTIST
Second Sunday in each month.
Services 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
.

CHRISTIAN

ROY
Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morn
ing service.
--

Mosquero

PLEASANT

PAZ VALVERDE
Register

4--

at

3d Sundaj s

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at 3,'
p.m.

NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
0. W. Hearn, Pastor.
ratly Thought
Imperfections cling to a man, which.
If he wait till he have brushed off entirely, he lll spin forever on his axln
adviutcing nowulther. CarlyK

r:

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Section

12,

NOTICE OP CONTEST
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
19, 1917

Charby Edward Dunning, cf

N, M.

Register.

March

C6315

To

AH of Roy New Mexico

Mills

contestee.

You are hereby r.otified that Dan FoJr. whoives Mills, N'M. as his
postoffice addle ?s, did, on March Gth,
'.

Department of the Interior
U S Land Office at Clayton N M
J an 23. 1917
"C" Jan 9, 1917
Notice is hereby given that as direct
ed by the commissioner of the General
Land Office, under provisions of Sec,
2455. R S pursuant to the application
of Daniel C Traister of De Haven N M
Serial No, 022368 we will offer at pnb-li- e
sale, to the highest bidder, but at
not less than $1,75 per acre at 10 o'clock
A M on the 15th day of May 1917, next
at this office, ' the following tract of

Match

F. O. White, Auctioneer.

FOR 'SALE: 320 acres level
farming land two and half miles
north of Mosquero, all under
fence, 60A. under cultivation and
50 A. in wheat Price $10. per
acre.
Walter Goodhue owner.
Inquire at Fred Tinkers G miles
north east of Mosquero.
Your Choice of

4

of

PAZ VALVERDE,

:

MEYERS CO. INC.
Milk Cows, Cows, Heiffers and
H
Cesiral Distributors
buqiierqua. New Moico
H
Steer3. All Young Stock.
Team of Mules, Mare, Chickens
PKPSIX COMPOUND today
yatrimony.
5 Hogs, Disk plow, Wheat drill
DanTw'akr'Em.
"Tho Mitise." H. C. Kunner! ciiurin
MilHog
lbs.
1,500
beans,
Seed
Some men gvt na lininenso amount 'of Inj romantv'of New York Ufe, wat
let Seed, 1,500 lbs. Seed potatoes intlafactlon out of tliclr conviction that dnxhctl off in it house In Sprentecntb
street in oruVr to provide its author
4 Tons cane Hay, 3 tons Sudan ill who disagree wlta tlicm are in th
Albany
.vrouswith funds "to get married on."
Machinery,
grass Hay, Form
Household Goods, etc.
TERMS Credit given on Stock.
PINK-APPL-

All

ISOLATED TRACT
Public Land Sale

Df

oiiit-nppl-

,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

t

For indigestion

I will offer at Public Sale at
my ranch, 18 miles north of Roy
and 14 miles north east of Mills.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Oltlce at Clayton New Mexico,
Mar. 16, 1917,.
NOTICES Is hereby given that
Ralph R Hazen of Mosquero New Mex
who on Jude, 10, 1912 made H E 014749
for NW1 and SVVJ S 12 T 19 N R 28E
N M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
proof
intention to make three-yea- r
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner at Rov, N. M., on the
2nd day of May 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mark Woods
Oseac Aspgren
Ray Driskill
Thomas Hamilton

8

iiieapple Juice
Tur

1st

FOE PUBLICATION

above-describ-

.

PUBLIC SALE

SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT

Wt-Nw-

McCadl Droa
Paltora iot ...

tul tfct1.10(Znn
nblitlwra

Easter comes April 8th this
year. It is time now to get j dur

1

Clayton, N M

Methodist Episcopal Church

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
NMPM
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
The sale will not be kept open but
Mar 14, 1917
will be declared closed when those preNotice 13 hereby given that
sent at the hour named have ceased
M who on
bidding The person making the high- MadelenaTrujillc of Roy N
K
0172K7 fot
est bid will be required to immediately Nov, 29,1913made H No
i;
Sec.
SEl NWi: Ni-SW- J
pay to the Receiver the amount there
18 Township.
18N. Range 27E N
of
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention
"Any persons claiming adversely the to
make Three Year Proof, to establand are advised to file lish claim to the land above described
their claims, or objections on or before before F. H. Foster, U. S. Com. at his
the time designated for sale
office in Roy N. M. on Apr. 30 1917.
Register
PAZ VALVERDE
Claimant ñamas a3 witnesses: ,
HirVm Uplcn
Donald Upton .
Ai tonio Mascarenaz
, P J Laumbach

d

Issue and

Ant. Cellier.
Priest; in charge,

E

by millions of Amsrican women. Vou
will get the 1.' monthly i.uwea of
McCall's, making not merily a "da
partment" but a toshion marine
every month of IM.

64

at

"C" Jan. 8, 1917.
Jan 25 1917
Notice is hereby given that ai directed by the Commissioner of the General
Land office, under provisions of Sec
2455, R S pursuant to the application of
D Clinton Traister of De Haven N M
Serial No 022026 "we will offer at public
sale to the highest bidder but at not
less than $1,75 per acre at 10 o'clock
A M on the 15th day of May 1917 next
at this office the following tract of
land; NwJ-Sw- l
Sec 14 Twp 21N Rng 29

ill

3--

NOTICE

NEW MEX.

s

JJL
fsttej

Rev. Fr.

Claimant names as witnesses:
RaDriskfll
Mark Woods
Thomas Hamilton
Ralph IlazenAll of Mosquero New Mexico.
Pas Valverde .
Register.
4 21
-

ROY,

r

j:

i;

SJ-S-

NOW

Santa Fe N. Mex:

C.E.

R. C . Grunig, President
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
'Miss Lillian Griner, Sec'y.
Office at Clayton New Mexico
Mar, 16 1017
Meets at the Christian Church,
Notice is hereby given that Bror
Roy, N. M every Sunday even- -'
Oscar Asparen of Mosquero N M who
Ing at 7 o'clock.
op August 9, 1913 made H E No 01 6822
A cordial welcome extended to
for NEi-NfcJNWi:see. zo sfci-swgsw
all visitors.
Sec 21 Twp 19N Rng 28E N M
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion
CATHOLIC
to itake final Three Year
Proof, lo establish claim to the land
Mass once each month at the
above described before F II Foster
Catholic Church. Dates announcU. S. Commissioner at his Office at Roy
in advance.
ed
New Mexico on May 3 1917.

Reason and conditions
proves satisfactory
service.

Prompt Attention

Warning to Fence Owners

.

Y. P, S.

Our growth under adverse

Fillings, Proofs
and all
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.

LOCAL
'

SAFE

Ytr

matter at the

s

Emma .Romero's little
Church Directory
daughter, Anra has been sericus
ly ill of Typhoid and her life is
UNION 5UNDAY SCHOOL
despaired of. Mrs. Romefd has Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
closed her restaurant for the pre- at Christian Churcn.
Your
sent in order to better care for presence is necessary.
the child, and will open aga'n
Rev. G. B.IUali, Supt)
when it 3 practical to do so.
NOTICÍTqR PUBLICATION
Mrs.

.

The Spanish -- American
ItKUlOTEHlU AOül'W Í7, IOI?,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Township 19 N

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

ley,

Deportment of the Interior U.S. Land 1 U7, li.'e in this olllce his
Office fct Clayton New Míxío
duly corroborated application to conMar 14, 1917
test and secure the cancellation of
Notice is hereby given that Juan your Homestead Entry No.
,
Pablo Cordova of Roy, New Mexico
021673, made Feb. 16, 1916, for
who on January, 2.'!, 1914 madeH ENo
Sec. 6, Twp, 2iN, Rng 25E, NMP.
Section 35 Meridian and as grounds for his con017433 for
Township ltfN Range 26E
test he alleges that said Charley EdN M P Meridian, has filed not ico of in ward Dunninr has not established restention to make Three Year Proof, to idence upon, cultiveted or in.proyed
establish claim to the land above de- said land in any manner whatever.
scribed, before F. FÍ. Foster U. ?
That he has been abanitfrom said
Comr.' at Roy, N. M. on the 30th ds) land from date of filing to and iuclud-in- g
of Apr. 1917
the present date
Claimant names as witnesses:
You are, therefore, further notified
Epfanio Flore3 that the said allegations will be taken
Siloma Naranjo
Benito Arguello Vidal C. Martinez by this office as having been confessed by you, and your said entry will be
All of Roy New' Mexico.
cancelled thereunder without your furRegister ther right to be heard therein, either
PAZ VALVERDE,
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
this notice, as shown below, your answer, under oath, specifically meeting
Department of the Interior U.S. Land and responding to these allegations of
OflTie at Clayton, New Mexico.
..
contest, or if you fail within that time
Mar 14. 1917
to file in this office due proof that you
Notice is hereby given that have served a copy of your answer
Lafayette M. Livingston of Solano on the said contestant either in perN M who on Feb. 7, and Add'l May 27 son or by registered mail. If this
is made by the delivery of a'
1914 made H E Nqt 017484 and 017926 service
copy of your answer to the contestTownfor Nw and Swi Section 21,
ant in person, proof of such service
ship 19N Range 28E
NM1'
must be either the said contestant's
Meridian, has filed notice of intention written acknowledgment of his retomake three Year Proof, to establish ceipt of the copy, showing the date of
claim to the land above described, be- its receipt, or the affidavit of the perfore F. H. Foster U. S. comr. at son by whom the delivery was made
Roy, Mora Co. new Mexico on the 30 stating when and where the copy was
delivered; if made by registered mail,
day of Apr 1917
proof of such service must consist of
Claimant names as vitnesses:
the affidavit of the person by whom
Tom
K
Dean
H
Hamilton
the copy was matted stating when and
Carlisle Bradley
A S Troup
the postoffice to which it was mailed
New
Mexico
All of Solano
and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the
Register. letter.
PAZ VALVERDE,
W-S-

t'E-i-SEi- ,

Ei-N-

Range 29 E, NMPM
Proiests or contests against any or
all of such selections may be tiled in
You should state in your answer the
this office during the period of publica
name of the postoffice to which you
PUBLICATION.
FOR
NOTICE
tion or at uny time thereafter before
desire future notices to be sent to you.
final approval and certification,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Paz Valverde hegisteu
14,
li'15
March

Dipping Stock
All persons wishing to have
their cattle dipped should report
to either of the .undersigned as
snnn iis nossib e. we nave a
good modern dipping plant and
will be ready to dip stocK as soon
as the weather is favorable, for
it.
R. W. BOULWARE
HARVE HICK EL
Koy, N. M.

Notice is hereby given that
Francisco' BelaSijue. of Albert,
who en Aug 16 1915 made II E
Sec 2."i and
No 020C87 for NE1-NEJ,

$100,000.00 to Loan
at 9 percent

We have the above amount of
money to loan on farms on this
mesa. 9 percent lpercent
no inspection fees.
Inspector
will be here in about
Com'r at
Apr, 1917 30 days.
File applications now.

S 24 T 20N R 281-"N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notico of
intention to make Three Year proof to
estabtibh claim to the land described,
SE1-SW-

Swj-SE- J

before F H Foster U S
Roy, N.N. on the30th-dayo- f
Claimant names as witnesses:
Pat Ledoux
Felix Sandoval
Moyses Belasquez Hipólito Rjbera
All of Albert New Mexico.
h
PAZ VALVERDE,
. Rear's'cr,

'

com-missio-

J. L. HAYES

Real Estate Agt.

Offiice with F. II.
'

Commissoner,

Foster, U.S.

ROY,

N. M.

i

i

6 w

...

THE

,; FOR SALE: One good young
work mare with colt, .One good
young work mare will foal in May
Two good dairy cows, will be
fresh between 1st and 15th of
April, One good stock cow, will
be fresh in May (this cow has al
ways delivered a calf every ten
months.) Also four yearling bull
calves.
Inquire of F. M. Ogden at my
farm 11 miles, N. F. of Roy, N.M,
GEO. W. LUCAS.

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION

of Springer, N. M.. will be in

-

April 9 to 14

--

March

S,

MMHB

Southwestern Hotel
to attend the Dental needs of
this community.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

-

NOTICE

R oy G arag e
and LIVERY
Cars Housed and Cared for

F. S. Brown,

ROY,

SSg
Proprietor

New Mex.

Register

ISOLATED TRACT
PUULIC LAND SALE

Mar. 1, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Alexander Arnold of Solano N. M. .who on
June 23, 1911, made Homestead Entry
No. 013438 forWi-NW- i,
EJ-S34 and
Sec.33 T. 18N.R
26 E. N. M. P. Meridian lias filed notice
of intention to make Three Year proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, Jsefore F. H. Foster U.S.
Commissioner at his office in Roy N.M.
on Apr. 16 1917.

New Mexico.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
'

Tho Roy Drujj Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

o

Perodicals and Stationery

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

i

;

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

RESTAURANT

THE

r

0

Roy Barber Shop

J:

EJ-sU-

,

S.H.Jenkins,

3--

.

.

:i

Prompt Attention

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

C. U.

Mosquero, Mills,. Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
Ellicient Service- Roy City Exchange,
nected.

.

;

L

'

Í

J,

Apr. 30

11

17

Claimant names as witnesses:
Teófilo Salazar
MelitooLabato
of David N M

Cruz Sanchez
of Bueyeros N M

Alvino Jaramillo

Paz Valverde,

'

Register

WHY CONSTIPATION

INJURE?,

The bowels are the natural sewerage
system of the body. When they become obstructed by constipation a part
of the poisonous matter which they
should carry off is absorbed into the
system, making you feel dull and stu-

and interfering with the digestion

pid,

and assimilation of food, This condi,
tion is quickly rel eved by Chamber-

lain's Tablets. Obtainable everywhere.

NOTICE OF CONTEST
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office. Clayton, N. M.
March 2, 1917.

.1.10-4--

MEJ

.NEJ:

WJ-NE- J:

SKi-Nw-

i

andNé-NW- i

Sec 30 Twp bN,t:ange2GE NMP
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Meridian and as grounds for his con-es- t
I e alleges that Entryman has
not
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
'uilt a house on said laud nor improv-- d
Office at Clayton, New Mex-M3, 1917
it in any wayvand has never
residence thereon nor in any
Notice is hereby given that Charle)
manner complied with the law under
D. Cheney of Mills, New Mexico Wh
n Nov. 25 1912 and June'.':!, 1913 madt which he is seeking title, that these da
H E Nos 015221 and 01 0338 for SWJ; $ fects exist and have existed from tho
S 17 T 21N R25ENMP. date of his filing down to and includSand
Merinian, has filed notice of 'intention ing the present time.
1

ar.

estab-likhe-

d

NJ-N-

to make three year final proof to estab
lish claim to the land above described
before F H Foster, U S Com, at Roy
17th day of Apr. 1917
M on the

tí

Claimant names as witnesses:
R E Anderson
AD Hurford
Ed Cheney
G C Till
All of Mills N M
PAZ VALVERDE,
7

0

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,

ir

14, 1917.

Notice is hsreby given tluit
Albert A Hurford of Mills N M
June 23 1913 and June 1 1914 made
No 015SC1 and 017940 for NKl-Nw- J
Swi-NELots
and
NJ-N-

SEl-Nw-

J

Section'31
N.'Rnjf. 25

J.

who
H E
and
and

"
"E,

N

M

1

.'10,

1917

Claimant names as witnesses:
Chen' y
DHi r.'o d
C. W. Dniels
R E'Anderson
A'l of Miils, N.M. .
PAZ VALVERDE,

C. D

!

All Matters entrusted to us dispatched with Promptness and Accuror
Your Business Respectfully Solicited

Nl-SNwJ-SESwJ-NE- J
Section 10
Township 8N Range 31E NMP Merid
ian has filed notice of intention to
make final three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described before
wHWilleox, U. S. Commissioner at
office in Roy.New Mexico, oo
i

se-:u- re

on Apr.

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

Mar 14, 1917
NOTICE is hereby given that Olmedo
Munchego of Allert. New Mexico who
on Feb 5 1914 made H E No 017483 tor

post-offic-

Twp. 22

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being,
straightened but and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

Department ol the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

lied notice of intention to make thn i
To William F. Shannon, C 0232 of
ear final proof, to establish claim to Sun Jon, N.M. Contestee:
le land above described, before VT H
Ivillcox, U S com: at Roy N M
You are hereby notified that Henry
W. Farmer, who gives Roy, N M as,
m Apr, 17, 1917
e
address, did on Jan 21st
'tis
:laimant' names as witnesses:
David Gonzales
(917, file in this office his duly corro
Manuel Naranjo
Salome Naranjo?
application to contest and
Charles Harnum
the cancellation of your Home-ttea- d
All of Roy New Mexico
Eutry No 022371 Serial No 022371
PAZ VALVERDE,
7
nade June 191G, for WJ-NSec 29,

Meridian, han ii led notice of intention
to make Three Year Proof,, to estab
lish claim to the land above described
efore F.H. Foster U. S. Coinmisioner
at his oltlce in Roy, New Mexico, on

-

.

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

t

Completa Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

Solano,

Rural-Communi-

Taylor, jr.. Absnn;t

Mora, New Mexico

PHONE at Springer.

E

Tom J.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,

Sthono, County Treasurer -

Department of the Interior
Land Office. a Claytont N. M.
f Mar. 3 1917
'
Notice is hereby given that Margarita T. Naranjo heir and for the heirs
)f Juana C De Trujillo deceased ol
toy NM Who on Nov. 21 1913 u.ade
SEi
HE No eiC'J77 for the
12 T 18N R2CE
MWL
ind Lot 7 Sec 6 and Lots I and pec 7
Twp 18N Rny 27 K N M P M has
U. 3.

M

Roy Telephone Co.
LONG-DISTANC-

,

7

Remember

Connects with

before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

,

HQMEj
cribed before "f F. KV Foster
Roy,
New Mexico
.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Mex,
U. S. Commissioner at RovN.
.
.
Regular Meals
Short Orders
on . 17, Apr 1917.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
names
as
Claimant
witnesses:
place
for
A
and
to
Ladies
eat
Gentlemen
Office at Clay ten, N. M.
A D Hurford
Ed Cheney
March 1, 1917
We endeavor at all times to serve the public with the
C
G
,
Till
CD Cheney
Notice is hereby eiven that
things on the market to eat, at a price consistant
best
'
All of Mills NM
GroverC. Till of Mills N. M. Who on
with
our policy. Wo respectfully solicit your patronage
Register.
PAZ
VALVERDE,
HE
1913
made
Dec. 9, 1912 and June4,
when
in Roy, knowing we can serve you better and
7
No. U15276 and 015988 for SWJ,
give
you more for your money than anyone ebe.
p
Town-hiSection 6
and Wi-NN, M. P.
21N. Range 25E.
Open 6 A.M. to 12 P.M.
'
Meridian has filed notice of inJ. F. ARNETT Prop'r.
to
proof,
year
tention to make three
establish claim to the land above
When you want to
described, before F. II. Fester, U, S.
good
look
and feel good and Be
Commissioner, at his office at Hoy,
to the
come
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Good
1917.
r
N M on the 18 day of Apr.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department í the Interior
E. F. Cheney
A. D. Hurford
ISOLATED TRACT
U. a. Land Office at Sauta Fe N M
R. E. Anderson
PUBLIC LAND SALE
C. D. Cheney
where you can pass off the
Department of the Interior.
March 0 1917
All of Mills N. M,
time and enjoy your self. You
Notice U hereby given that Charles V. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
PAZ VALVERDE,
wont take the blue3 waiting for D, Horn, of Mill. N, M. who, on Feb VC" Jan. 9, l!17
Mar. 10, 1917.
Registei
7
Notice is hereby given-that- ,
as directa shave: you can play pool and 3 19 made H E 020629 for SEJ:
by ths Commissioner of the General
ed
'i
Twp
hold
and
Seel,
the
yotlr
turn; smoké
21$
best
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Land office, under provisions of Sec.
Cigars, eat the finest Candy in Rng24E NMPM, lias filed
2155,
It. S., pursuant to the application
Three
to
of
intention
make
Department of the Interior U. S. Land town, and the best of all be in notice
Dan'el C. TraUter, of De Haven, NM.
to
establish
Years
Final
Proof,
Office at Clayton, New Méx..
the best Barber Shop in town;
Tlaim to the land above described Se rial No. 022307. we will offer at
March 1 1917 .
P. H. Foster, U. 8. Commissioner, al
P'. blic sale, to the highest bidder, but
given
that
Notice is hereby
his office at Roy N. M, on the loth day
Now Come On
at not less than $3 00 per acre, at 10
Brigida Paeheco of Roy, New Mexico
May, 1917
.
You're Next !
o'clock A. M. on the 15th day of May
Who on March 23, 1912 made HE. No.
Claimant names as witnesses:
1)17 next at thit office, the following
014489 for NEJ Section 32 Township
Sec 13' T 31N
of lawfy.Wi-NW- i
,tract
M.
N.
P.
26E.
19N. Range
'
CW Daniels
GCTill
19 EN M M
It
Meridian, Las filed notice of inten:
E V Chsney
A D Hurford
The sale will not be kept o en, but
tion to make three Year Proof, to YOU PRESS THE BUTTON
All of Mills New Mexico
will be declared closed when those
establish claim to the lard abovi
WE DO THE REST
described before F. H Foster, U S
7
Francisco Delgado, Roister, paeseut at the hour named haveceasee
bidding The person making1 the high
at Hoy, New Mexico, ol
Comr.
We are equipped to finish your
st bid will be required to immediately
April 16, 1917
alms by the best mothods and
to the Receiver the amount therepay
Claimant names as witnesses:
print them on the best paper,
of
C.N. ROARK
J. S. Lopez
S. B. Gallegos
Velox, in the least possible time.
Any persons claiming adversely tl.e
J.H.Garcia, Juan Pablo Cordovi
Clayton New Mex. above
described land are advised to
Prices.
Jniform
All of Roy New Mexico
iile their claims, or objections, m oi
PLATS of all kinds
LAND
PAZ VALVERDE F.Ik Drag Store
ht'fute the timo clo3Íyni ted for sale
Registei
Abstracts of U. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE
Tucumcari, N, M,
MAPS. .
Office Records,
SJ-M-

thereof.
Any persons rlaiming adversely the
aljDva- land are advised to
flle their clnims, or objections, on or

Sec. 8 Twp

21N. Range 25E N. M, P.
Meridian has filed notice of intension
to make final three year proof to
establish claim to the land ' above des-

NOTICE i'OR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Intacto?, V. S. Land
Office at Clayton. New Mesk
Feb. 8. 191'.
"C" Feb. 1, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that, as directed
by the Commissioner of the General
of Sec.
Land office, under provision
2455, R. S. pursuant to the application
of Ralph R Hazen of Mosquero New
Mexico Serial No. 021M0, we will offer
at public sale, to the highest bidder,
but at not less than S.i.50 per acre, at
to o'clock A. M.. on the 23rd dnv of
hiay 1917 next, at this office, the follow
land; NW1-NE- J
ing
tract of
Sec. 12, T, 19N. R. 28E. N. M. P. M,
The sale will not le kept open, but
will be declared closed when those present at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The persrn making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the ammount

c.

Roy,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Wi-NE- i:

At Reasonable Rates.

Repair Work

NEW MEXICO

ROY

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,
Notice is hereby given that
March 14 1917
M
on
who
Roy,
N.
A
of
Price
Robert
NOTICE Is hereby given that
June S. 1913 made HE No. 01G044 for
Sec. 12 James ft Guinn of David N. M. who on
NWi: and NJ-S1910 maae H E No 0108i8 for
l'wp20N Range 25E. NMP Meridian das Mar 24
SE1-Swl-SSeclied notice of intention to. ínakatliree
tion SlTownship I8N Range 30B N.M.P
to
claim
the
ear proof, to establish
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
land above described, before F.
to make Five Year Proof, to establish
3. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M. on Ap'. 17 1917 claim to the land above described,
befoie Mrs. Juanita G. Gonzales, U.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. F. Arnett
P L Cunn S. Com .at Gallegos, N. M., on the
R C Grunig 30th day of Apr 1M7
Irvio Ogden Sr.
Claimant names as witnesses:
All of Roy New Mexico
Paine
Field
Pierce Field
PAZ VALKE&DE.
Tom Parks
Henry Garras
310 7
All of Davhl New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION -

SJ-N-

For best results mail your
films to Lafayette Studio.

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted

Mar. 3, 1917

FOR PUBLICATION

F.J-N-

Attorney at Lav'

Department of the Interior U S Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mcx

El-N-

J. B. LUSK
to. me

THE UNIVERSAL CAU

Season for ReHclnfl.
Righteousness tried by university hn
rood grounds for glorying In lu sorrow
-- Ovid.

NEjr-ao- d

Professional Cards

.

Obtainable everywhere.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
March 1. 1917
Notice is hereby given that David
C. Field, of David, N.M. Who on May
13, 1910. made Desert Entry No. 011373
Sec. 17 T 18N R 30E NMP
for
Claimant names as witnesses:
Meridian
has filed notice of in
tent ion to make final proof, Under J. M,. Finch Henry Stone of Roy
J, W. Arnold
W. S. Arnold
Act of March 4th. 1915.
M.
of
N,
Solano
to establish claim to tha land above de
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
scribed, before Juanita, G, Gonzales
U S com, at Gallegos N M on the
16th, day of April 1917.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
J. R. Guinn,
A. C. Smith,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Pierce Field
Charles P. Field
Mar. 3, 1917,
All of David New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that
Robert E. Anderson of Mills N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE
Who on Sept. 27, 1912 and June 6, 1913
7
Register
mada HE No. 015018 and 016084 forWJ
NJ-fW- J

INSOMNIA.

Indigestion nearly always disturbs
the sleep more or leu and is often the
cause of tosómnia. Eat a light supper with, little If any meat, and no
milk: also take one of Chamberlain's
Tablets immediately after supper,, and
e if you do not rest better.

1, 1917.

Hatched by hens, for May deliv
ery.
Mrs. WILLIAM HILL
T2 pd.
Roy, N. M.

NOTICE

"

ftfANISH-AMERICA-

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

.

Roy

"

.

Notice is hereby given that Emory S
Judy of Roy New Mexico who on Oct.
4th. 1912, made HE No. 0140CG for
SEJ and SWi pf Section 10 Twp. 19N
Rng. 26E, N. M R Meridian ha filed
notice of intention to make three J ear
proof to "establish claim to the
land above described; before F. H. Foster U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New
on Apr. 181917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Videl C. Martinet
M. N. Baker
Earl Baum
SPRING.
Geo. O. Cable
All of Roy New Mexico.
Spring is looked upon by many at
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
the most delightful season of .the year
0
7
but this cannot be said pf the rheumatic. The cold and damp weather brings
LEAVE ORDERS NOW
on rheumatic pains which are anything
For May Hatching
but pleasant. They can be relieved,
I
now ready to take orders
am
by
applylcg
however,
Chamberlain's
Liniment. Obtaiuable everywhere.
for Rhode Island Red Chickens,

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,
-- Dentist

..s

1

,

Register

You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by th3 office as having been confessed by you, and your said entry will be
cancelled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, either
before 'this office or on appeal, if you
'a!l to file in this office within twenty
lays after the FOURTH publication cf
r,
;his notice, as shown below, your
under oath, specifically meeting
ind responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that time
to file in this office due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer
on the said contestant either in person or by registered mail.
If thh
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the date of
its receipt, or the affidavit of the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was
delivered; if made by. registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the
letter.
You should state in your answer the
name of the postoffice to which you
desire future notices to be sent to you.
3--

4-- 7

PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

THE

8PANI8H-A-

ERICA N,

Vby Thai Lame Hack?

it

all-da- y

A thrilling mystery

story about

a

man who lost his courage and the
girl who helped him to find it again

By MARY

EST

Aron

ROBERTS
RINEHART

Beauty toUraror Faded Hair.

"i ano a i.unai ifrtimftara.

troubled m. K I stood
for any length of tima
a sharp, cuttlnir Dain
elied me and it also

.veai uui .....

when I
Doan's Kid-

on

r--IF
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anv

......
TVUITiainnOOa

D..I.
U..
i vi usaajv iiv vtuvi
ajUtKll
VI
CO iG
lentlessly as trained nursing. It calls for many qualities, spiritual arfu
physical. The reward la not large, and while many seek them, but few
are able to win the big prizes the service offers. Sidney Page, age
eighteen, la taken In at the hospital as a probation nurse through the
Influence of young Dr. Max Wilson. The Pages Sidney, her
mother and her Aunt Harriet had taken In K. LeMoyne, a
T . strange young man, as a roomer In order to help meet expenses. He's
very mysterious but Charming, and Joe Drummond, Sidney's high,
school sweetheart, becomes violently Jealous. Immediately Sidney
enters hospital service her threads of Ufa begin to tangle. You get
nrsi signi or xnis in xno installment, printed nere.
semi-Inval- id

er
SOe

--

naf

a Boa

DOAN'S WAV

CO, BUFFALO. N.T.

F03TER-MILBUR-

fjBlimn.
Wltlan
Patent lawyar, najiatnvuin,
D.
loa and booka iiw.
id,
lilghaal raíervoooa

PATENTS

tn

Cet Deaa'a at Any Store,

m
HAIR BALSAM

Cody,

ney Pills ara the only
a r
medicine that
me any noticeable relief and I con
tinued using them until cured. The trouble
has never returned."

C!'!A J

A tolUt pHHnUn af nr rlfc
H.lpa to sraalcau dandruff.
ForRMflnrin. CnLw nrl

t

.

Wye, My; "For
yean my back

cam
atooped.

S73CX YAHDS

JSí

IF

"

" cattu

ERS

BUYERS-SELL-

hnoc.SHP

A Wyoming Case
Holm,

i' .)

V

"Yl

If

i

Morning lameness, sharp twinges
when bending, or an
back
ache ; each Is canse enough to ins
pect kidney trouble, Get after the
cause. Help the kidneys. We
Americans go It too hard. We
overdo, overeat and neglect our
sleep and exercise and so we arel
fast becoming a nation of kidney
sufferers. 72 more deaths than
In 1800 is the 1010 census story.
Use Doan's Kidney Pills. Thou
sands recommend them.

YOU CAN

"Terribly."
Perhaps never In his twenty-tw- o
"A little danger adds to the zest of
years had young Drummond been so
near a thrashing. Fury that he was things. You know what Nietzsche says
ashamed of shook Le Moyne. For about that"
very fear of himself, he thrust his
"I am not fond of Nietzsche." Then,
hands in the pockets of his Norfolk with an effort: "What does he say?"
coat
"Two things are wanted by the
"Very well" he said. "Yon go to her true man danger and play. Therefore
with just one of these ugly insinua- he seeketh woman as the most dan
tions, and I'll take mighty good 'care gerous of toys.' "
.
"Women are dangerous only when
that you are sorry for it If you are
going to behave like a bad child, you you think of them as toys. When a
deserve a licking, and I'll give It to man finds that a woman can reason-- do
you."
anything but feel he regards her
An overflow from the parlor poured as a menace. But the reasoning wom
out on the porch. Le Moyne had got an is really lejis dangerous than the
himself in hand somewhat He was other sort"
still angry, but the look In Joe's eye
This was more like the real thing.
startled him. He put a hand oa the To talk careful abstractions like this,
.
boy's shoulder.
with beneath each abstraction Its con
"You're wrong, old man," he said. cealed personal application, to talk of
"You're Insulting the girl you care for woman and look In her eyes, to discuss
by the things you are thinking. And, new philosophies with their freedoms,
if it's any comfort to you, I have no
Intention of interfering In any way.
You can count me out It's between
'
you and her."
Joe picked his straw hat from a
chair and stood turning it In his hands.
"Even If you don't care for her, how
do I know she isn't crazy about you?"
"My word of honor, she isn't"
"She sends you notes to McKees."
"Just to clear the air, HI show it to
you. It's no breach of confidence. It's
about the hospital."
Into the breast pocket of his coat he
dived and brought up a wallet The
wallet had had a name on it in gilt letters that had been carefully scraped
off. But Joe did not wait to see the
note.
"Oh, damn the hospital I" he said-- r
and went swiftly down the steps and
into the gathering twilight of the June

the expenses of the house on the Street
"Sorry, old man; Tva made another
He adopted the gentle, al arrangement"
"Tired
most tender tone that made most wom
ihey left the hospital together.
Everywhere the younger man received
en his slaves.
A little. It Is warm."
the homage of success. The elevator
'What are you going to do this eve man bowed and flung the doors open,
with a smile; the pharmacy clerk, the
NEW PENSION LAWS ning Í Any lecturesr
lndtao wars 'foto VI. survivors and widows. Civil
"Lectures are over for the summer. aoomeeper, even the convalescent p&
war wldowa.alao former wlrinwa now alnula National
Write Ml 1.0 I shall go to prayers, and after that tlent who was polishing the great brass
Guardaand bxlrs, V. 8. service
II. BTKVKNH ACO., 6158
tit, Waahlna-tnn- ;
doorplate, tendered their tribute. Doc
to the roof for air."
"Can't you take a little ride tonight tor Ed looked neither to rlgt)t nor left
Even a tadpole can boast of his so and cool off? I'll have the car wherever
cial position, for he Is In the swim.
Sidney, after her involuntary bath In
you say. A ride and some supper-h- ow
does It sound? Ton could get the river, had gone into temporary
away at seven "
eclipse at the White Springs hotel.
HAD A CAPITAL OF $400
the oven of the kitchen stove sat her
"Miss Oregg is coming 1"
With an impassive face, the girl two small white shoes, stuffed with pa
turned away. The workers of the op per so that they might dry in shape.
erating room surged between them. Back In a detached laundry, a sympaIn Six Years He Was Well Off But be was
clever with the guile of thetic maid was ironing various soft
the pursuing male. Eyes of all on him, white garments, and singing as she
An Alberta farmer, who had bor ha turned at the door of the wardrobe worked.
rowed from a loan company, in re room and spoke to her over the heads
Sidney sat In a rocking chair in
mitting to them the last payment on of a dozen nurses.
hot bedroom. She was carefully
his mortgnge, decided to give them the
"That patient's address that I had swathed in a sheet from neck to toes,
history of his experience, on a Mani- forgotten, Miss Harrison, la the cor except for her arms, and she was being
toba farm. It was that of many anoth- ner of the Park and Ellington avenue.' as philosophic as possible.
er farmer, and for the benefit of those
Someone tapped lightly at the door.
"Thank yon."
who contemplate a change the liberty
"It's Le Moyne. Are you all right V night
She played the game well, was quite
Is taken of reproducing It.
"Perfectly. How stupid it must be
calm. He admired her coolness. Cer"I will give you here a brief sum tainly she was pretty, and certainly, for you I"
CHAPTER VII.
mary of my experience since coming too, she was Interested In him. He
Tm doing very welL The maid will
here six years ago. I was a new hand went whistling Into the wardrobe soon be ready. What shall I order for
Sidney and K. Le Moyne were din
at farming, my trade being meat-cu- t
room. Aa he turned he caught the In- supper?"
ing together at the White Springs ho
ting and butchering. My capital was terne's eye, and there passed between
"Anything. Ym starving."
tel. The novelty of the experience had
$400, which was a first payment on them a glance of complete comprehen
"I think yonr shoes have shrunk,
made her eyes shine like stars. She
my quarter section (100 acres). Most sion. The Interne grinned.
"Flatterer I" She laughed. "Go away saw only the magnolia tree shaped like
of my' stock, harness, Implements, etc.
heart, the terrace edged with low
The room was not empty. His broth and order supper. And I can see fresh
were bought at sales, all "on time,' er was there, listening to the comments lettuce. Shall we have a salad?"
shrubbery, and beyond the faint gleam
K. Le Moyne stood for a moment la that was the river. The unshaded glare
necessarily. The buildings on the place of O'Hara, his friendly rival.
were about as good as nothing and had
front
of the closed door, for the mere of the lights behind her in the house
"Good work, boy I" said O'Hara, and
either to be rebuilt or replaced entirely. clapped a hairy hand on his shoulder. sound of her moving, beyond it Things was eclipsed by" the crescent edge of
There were 26 acres broken, and very "That last case was a wonder. I'm had gone very far with the Pages the rising moon. Dinner was over. Sid
badly farmed, bringing poor returns proud of you, and your brother here roomer that day in the country; not ney was experiencing the rare treat
so far as they were to go. but far of after-dinnthe first year." After mentioning a la Indecently exalted. It was the
coffee.
She Went White and Clutched
number of mischances, he says: "In
Le Moyne, grave and contained, sat
method, wasn't It? I saw it enough to let him see on the brink of
Edge of the Table.
spite of all these drawbacks, I have done at his clinic in New Tork."
what misery he stood.
across from her. To give so much
go away. He had prom' pleasure, and so easily I How young to
He
not
done well. I consider my farm worth
could
discard old creeds and old mora'Glad you liked It Yes. Edwardes
$3,600 to $4,000. I have four head of was a
pal of mine in Berlin. A great Ised her to stay: he was needed. He she was, and radiant No wonder the litiesthat was his game. Wilson bethought he could have endured seeing boy was mad about her. She fairly came
horses, 12 of cattle, over 400 purebred surgeon, too, poor old chap I"
content interested again. The girl
ber marry Joe, had she cared for the held out her arms to life.
Buff Orpington chickens and 125 tur
was nimble-mindeShe challenged
men
coun
"There
in the
aren't three
boy. That way, at least lay safety for
keys, besides implements, harness, etc.
Ah, that was too bad I Another his philosophy and gave him a chance
try with the nerve and the hand for It"
her. The boy had fidelity and devotion
to run my place. I have a well 170
O'Hara went out, glowing with his written large over him. But this new table was being brought; they were not to defend it With the conviction, as
feet deep with an Inexhaustible supply
to be alone. But what roused In him their meal went on, that Le Moyne
own magnanimity. Doctor Ed stood by complication
her romantic interest in violent resentment only appealed to and his companion must surely have
of water. The well with pump cost
got into Wilson, the surgeon's
his
and
waited
while
brother
reciprocal interme $400. I have built a $125 chicken
gone, she gained ease.
He was rather silent est in her, with what he knew of the Sidney's curiosity.
house and put up nearly $50 worth of his clothes.
Carlotta Harrison came out alone.
It was only by wild driving that she
many times when he man
There
were
made him quail.
poultry fencing ; have built root cellars
Although the tapping of her heels was got back to the hospital by ten o'clock.
wished that their mother could have
From the top of the narrow stair dulled by the grass, although' she bad
to hold over 8,000 bushels of potatoes lived to see
Wilson left her at the corner, well
how he had carried out case to the foot, and he had lived
and other vegetables. As to. Income, I
exchanged her cap for the black hat content with himself. As he drove up
promise to "make a man of Max." year's torment I
his
At the foot however, Sidney knew her at once. A sort of the Street
raise about ten acres of garden and Sometimes
he glanced across at the
he wondered what she he was startled out of his
reverie. Joe thrill ran over her. It was the pretty Page house. Sidney was there on
roots annually which net from $000 to'
the
Drummond stood there waiting for nurse from Doctor Wilson's office. Was doorstep,
$1,000 total. I generally sell from
talking
to
man
who
a
tall
him,
eyes
his blue
recklessly alight
20 to 40 tons timothy hay which brings
It possible but of course not I The stood below and looked tip at her.
"You you dog 1" said Joe.
from $6 to $14 per ton. My grain is
book of rules stated explicitly that such Wilson settled his tie, In the darkness.
There were people In the hotel par things were forbidden.
most all used on the farm except a
Sidney was a mighty pretty girl. The
lor. Le Moyne took the frenzied boy
few hundred bushels sold to the' nelgln
"Don't turn around," she said swift- - June night was in his blood. He was
by the elbow and led him past the ly. "It is the Miss Harrison
bora for seed. My four milk cows bring
I told you sorry he had not kissed Carlotta good
door to the empty porch.
In from $50 to $80 each (counting calf).
about She is looking at us."
night He rather thought now he
"Now," he said, "If you will keep
Last orear 80 hens laid 600 dozen eggs
Carlotta's eyes were blinded for a looked back, she had expected
it
your voice down, I'll listen to what moment by the glare of the house
which averaged more than 25 cents a
As he got out of his car at the curb,
you
say."
to
have
lights. Then she sat up, her eyes on a young man who had been standing In
doten (I always work for winter egg
"You know what I've got to say."
production). The surplus hens were
Le Moyne's grave profile turned toThis failing to draw from K. Le ward the valley. Lucky for her that the shadow of the treebox moved
sold in spring, dressed at $1 each. My
quickly away.
Moyne
anything but his steady glance, Wilson had stopped In the bar, that
turkeys average $2.50 each In fall. By
Wilson smiled after him in the dark-- .
Joe jerked his arm free and clenched Sidney's Instinctive good manners forhaving vegetables to feed my young
ness.
his fist
bade her staring, that only the edge of
cattle, the
steers bring
"That you, Joer he called.
"What did you bring her out here the summer moon shone through the
$75 each in spring." Advertisement
But
the boy went on.
for?"
trees. She went white and clutched
But He Gave Up His Rib.
"I do not know that I owe you any the edge of the table, with her eyes
Sidney entered the hospital as a pro
explanation, but I am willing to give closed. That gave her quick brain a
"It Is the unexpected that happens."
early in August. .Christine
bationer
you one. I brought her out here for a chance. It was madness, June mad"Yes j Adum had no Idea of marrying
was to be married in September to
Eve."
trolley ride and a picnic luncheon."
ness. She was always seeing him, even
He was sorry for the boy. Life not In her dreams.. This man was older, Palmer Howe, and, with Harriet and
K. in the house, she felt that she could
having been all beer and skittles to much older. She looked again.
A MINISTER'S CONFESSION
safely leave her mother.
him, he knew that Joe was suffering,
She had not been mistaken. Here,
The balcony outside the parlor was
and wns marvelously patient with him, and after all .these months I K. Le
Rev. W. H. Warner, Route 2, Myers-villalready under way. On the night be
"Where
is
now?"
she
Moyne,
Md." writes:
quite
presunconscious
of her
"My trouble was
fore she went away Sidney took chairs
"She had the misfortune to fall in ence, looked down Into the valley.
sciatica. My back was affected and
out there and sat with her mother un
the river. She Is upstairs." And, see
Wilson appeared on the wooden
took the form of lumbago. I also had
til the dew drove Anna to the lamp
ing
light
the
unbelief
of
eyes
in
Joe's
porch
above
terrace,
the
and stood, his In the sewing room and her "Dally
neuralgia, crumps
you
to
care
"If
make
a
tour
half-ligof investí. eyes searching the
for her,
my
In
muscles,
gation, you will find that I am entire If he came down to her, the man at the Thoughts" reading.
pressure or sharp
Sidney sat alone and viewed her
ly truthful. In the ltrundry a maid" next table might turn, would see her
J
on the top of
world
ft JTff pain
from this new and pleasant
engaged
"She
is
.
to
me"
doggedly,
She rose and went swiftly back to
my neaa, ana nerv- CTXfs ous
"Everybody in the neighborhood knows ward the hotel All the gayety was angle. She could see the garden and
dizzy soells. I
it, and yet you bring her out here for a gone out of the evening for her, but the whitewashed fence with its mornhad other sympI
picnic
It's It's damned rotten treat- she forced a lightness she did not feel : ing glories, ánd at the same time, by
toms showing my
turning her head, view the Wilson
ment"
"It is so dark and depressing out house
Rev. W. U. Warner kidneys
were at
across the Street She looked
His
fist
had
unclenched.
Before
K.
You.
a
To-me
Little Ride
there it makes
Take
sad."
fault, so I took Dodd's Kidney Pills. "Can't
Le Moyne's eyes his own fell. He felt
"Surely you do not want to dine in mostly at the Wilson house. .
night?"
They were the means of saving my life.
K. Le Moyne was upstairs in his
suddenly young and futile; his just the house?"
I write to say that your medicine re would think of his own untidy methods rage
room.
She could hear him tramping
to' blustering in his ears.
lurned
you
"Do
mind?"
stored me to perfect health." DODD'S compared
with Max's extravagant o"I don't know where you came
"Your wish is my law tonight" he up and down, and catch, occasionally,
KIDNEY PILL8, 50c box, any store.
odor of his oM brier
the bitter-swerderof the bag, for Instance, with the from," he said, "but around here de said softly.
Dodd's Medicine Co, Buffalo, N. Y-dog's collar in It, and other things. On cent men cut out when a girl's en
Pipe.
.
After all the evening was a disap
these occasions he always determined gaged."
pointment to him. The spontaneity had
'
to clear out the bag.
"I see P
gone out of it for some reason. The
About the time a man begins to have
"I guess I'll be getting along," he
"What's more, what do we know girl who had thrilled to his glance
What sort of disgrace la K.
good common sense old age makes him
said. "Will you be home for dinner?" about you? You may be all right but
LeMoyne trying to live down?
two mornings In his office, whose
childish and he can't use It
those
'I think not 111 I'm going to run how do I know it? You get her Into somber eyes had met his, fire for fire,
A theft?
Wife desertion? A
trouble and I'll kill you 1"
betrayal? Or would you say he
A lemon squeezer operated by a out of town, and eat where it's cool."
across the operating room, was not
The Street was notoriously hot In
It took courage, that speech, with K. playing up. She sat back in her chair,
has been disappointed in love?
small electric motor is a novelty desummer.
Le Moyne towering five inches above eating little, starting at every step. Her
signed chiefly for public places.
"There's a roast of beef. Its a pity him and growing a little white about eyes, which by every rule of the game
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
(0 cook a roast for one."
the lips.
should have been gazing into his, were
IVher. Your Eyes Need Care
Wasteful, too, this cooking of food
"Are you going to say all these things fixed on the oilcloth-covere- d
passage
A new method of cold storage InTry Murine Eye Remedy
for two and only one to eat it A roast to Sidney?"
Wo Smattln
outside the door.
Jna( Kra Comfort W nil) at
Invented in England, is to use
sulation,
of beef meant a visit In Doctor Ed's
. Drfirglit or mall. Writ for Vcm Bra Book.
"I am. And J am going to find out
"I think, after all, you are fright slabs of cork expanded to over twice
attVlUMB SKK KXJdJWX CO.. CUlOAtiW
vs'tont-paylnclientele. He still paid why you were upstairs Just now." - ened!"
their normal alM,
CHAPTER

tnwmt $25 C4Mh antj few dollar monthly,
you can bcom Mociated with
company
thai should return big profit. You will recof-mz-a
tha truth of thi statement whan it la presented to you. Thia it not oil, minina or
chema, jour bankar or lawyer can O.K. our
Ménm T. U. U 17, rUUbarsh. fa.
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Every policeman in Berkeley,
now hna an automobile.

Cal.,

BABIES

D

Sleep, Mothers Rest After Treatment
With Cutlcura Trial Free.
Send today for free samples of Cutl- cura Soap and Ointment and learn how
quickly they relieve itching, burning
skin troubles, and point to speedy beal-meof baby rashes, eczema and It chinga. Having cleared baby's skin keep
it clear by using Cutlcura exclusively.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept L,
nt

Boston.

Sold everywhere.

Adv.

Missouri has Joined the list of states
which maintain night schools
for
adults in rural regions.
Remove freHh coffee stains by pour
ing boiling water through the fabric.

Denver Directory
rMt

Natnre'a moat healthful
flncat onalltv.
Guaranteed pure. Qood-altelam pie, hooey
booklet and price Hat aent postpaid on receipt
of looenu. Tnr coioniDO HONci PRooucrsr
ASSOCIATION,
1424 Markri Slreal. Dcirtr, Cate

Elastic Graphite Paints
Patau, Waterproofing Palnta. TBI
NEW ROOF Elaatlo Cement. Our goodahaT
stood the teat. Aak your dealer or writ na.
Rhlnirle

THE ELASTIC PAINT A MFG. CO.
1737 15th Street

DENVER, COLfX.
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Adv.
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tor
IUiTIjU Bailaian
Auto Radiator, randan, liooda,
Lampe and Tank MA DM and
KUPAInUIX
Beat equipment and
qulokaat(naraniedaarTlrelnCoie
redo. BaASONABUi TBBJ1S.
1S81 Broadway rkaaa Bala MM.
IJCNVB. COLO.

Kodaks DEVELOPING
andforPRINTING
and

Catalogue
Bend
riniahJng Price Llat. Tea Dam rketa Materiel) Ce,
tutanaa Keaak C, (21 lttk Strait, Dam, Calmee

Garage Supplies
Everything for the private and publid
garage and automobile repair shop. Catalogue oa request.
The Hendrie & Bolthofl Mfg. & Supply

C.

DENVER, COLORADO

45 Complete Stores In One

Everything for wear and houae fumiahing.
Write or call

f

ELATERITE ROOFING
Fibre Boot Repair Cement, Roof Coating and
waterproofing. The materlala that do the work.
For roof repalra on all farm bulldlnga, barna,
atock aheds, chlekec aheila, etc., aak jonr dealer for it. If he can't aupplv, write na. Refii
all substitutes. THE WESTERN ELATER1TI
ROOFING CO, Equitable Bld..
Cole.

Dim,

DianoiiDS
and

ARTISTIC JEWELRY
XAXUrACrUBINO

JOS. I.

SCHWABTZ

18th a Curtli, Denver, Colo.
WRITE OR O ALL FOR O ATA LOO
Do Tout Music Shopping At The Big Store

runos, ruYii.ruaoa, virroaouo, buutbio puiwo
peweat creations in Tlolor ttoooraa.
Player Bulla, Sheet Moale, Violins,
Gnltara, Uknleles, Banjos, Cornel.
Ton are tnrlted to open an account.
Best serrlce largest selection. WrlU
nawhatlntereaUTon.lnakialnathla ad.
and we will return full particulars. KMlGHT-CAMPDKL- L
MUSIO CO., DtUiVSK, COLO.
POSmVELT
IRE-OU-

CURES

FJ

CATARRH

Hay Fever and
50 cento
at all drug stores If you cannot obtain h
of your druggist send direct to us. TRE-- 0
CHEMICAL CO., Empire Dldj., Denver, Colo.
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CO.
DENVER

SADDLERY

Guaranteed
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mm

í H. WILSON

Enquire for the

WLUon Nerer Break Trace

Windsor Hotel
STEAM BEAT
181b and Larimer, DCNVCB
'A 6 Blocks From Union Depot
We tollolt your patronage and ester to
and bell service. KATU8: We,
fieople. Hlevator
1.1)0
with prlrate bath flOU per nlRhU
,

1

unu-auiAi-

The

wbhült baths --
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O.W.Lyman Millinery Co.
The Wholesale Mall Order
House of the Went Send íot
our weekly style letter.
1629-3-

1

Arapahoe Street

DENVER, COLORADO

'
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NEW MEXICO
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Met Contend lSTIuidPnwhT

8PANISH-AMERICA-

STATE NEWS

For Infants and Children.

Mothers Know

M

Genuino Castoria

Waatera Nawapapar Union New Servio.

PRODUCTION
f

BIO

THE SHOE THAT HOLDS ITS SHAPE"

INCREASE 8HOWN IN NEW
MEXICO IN 1910.

$3 $3.00 S4 S4.C0 $5

itlníthcStoiWKisiüidBaw

Year'a Output Approximately $35,000,.
000, According to Reports Made
to State Tax Commission.

COMINO EVENTS.
July t
Annual Reunion of Cowboys'
Weetern Newspaper Union Newa Serrlca,
aaaoclal on at I.aa Veaaa
Military
r.
July
0 Cltiaens"
Santa Fe, N. M. New Mexico had
Training Camp at Las Vega.
Bept.
Beventh Annual Northern a mineral production
n 1916 ot apNew Mexico Fair at Haton.
proximately $35,000,000, according to
t--
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Exact Copy of Wrapper,

I

according to the 1917 city directory.
Fire that broke out In the public
schooi house at Golden Old consider
able damage.
Cattle Sanitary
The recently-nameBoard has elected T. D. Allen ot Magdalena, secretary.
The Demlng canning factory is now
assured and orders have been placed
for the machinery.
The new round house of the Santa
fc railway at the Carlsbad terminal
was deslfóyéd'py fire.
Theo. Ronault, Jr., appointed state
game and fish warden by Gov. Llnd-tey- ,
has taken charge ot the office.
Governor W. E. Llndsey has designated Friday, April 6, at Arbor and
Bird day for the ttate of New Mexico.
Gallup cltlzeni will vote April 17 on
a proposition to issue $50,000 bonds to
raise funds to build two more school
26,425,

MlneraLNoTNABCOTic,

i (..infill

A general store at Las Vegas wat
robbed ot $G6 in cash..
A $15,000 addition to the Des Moines
public school building will be built .
Albuquerque has a population ot

I

1

H II fá

11

If II II

I I

ii

i

houses.
Mrs. Guadalupe Luna de Baca and

.

Pascual Fajarda, tried on the charge

Watch Your. n Colts
A Wf-m ,
a
ii mil.
tv
i
For CObgns, toiai ana uisiempor,
toma of any such ailment, give malí doe of tbat WonIn existence,
derful remedy, now the moit ueed COMPOUND
SPOHN'S DISTEMPER
to eenta and II a bottle; IS and $10 the doien, Of MT
druggist, barneei dealer, or delivered by
41

A

A

O oaken, IaéU, V.

POHN MEDICAL CO., Cfceaalata,

.

A.

W'Ueu a young man and his girl go
The Dear Girlsl
hold hands they are
Lottie Ee wore my photograph over to the movies and
show.
to
the
sure
like
bullet
the
stopped
his heart, and It
Tottle rm not surprised, darling;
It would stop a clock.

'

GAS

Red OoBf Beg Bina nata the laondres
happy, make clothe whiter than enow.
Ail good grocer. Adv.
A Contrast
"Just because a man has a great
deal of money is no sign that he is

DYSPEPSIA

AHDJIÍDLGESTIOH
'Tape's Diapepsin" settles sour,

happy," said the philosophic person.
gassy stomachs in five
"Oí course not," replied tho casual
minutesTime itl
observer, "but you will notice that In
You don't want a slow remedy when
nine cases out of ten he Is more envied than the man who goes about vour stomach Is bad or an uncertain
with a glad smile on his face and a one or a harmful one your stomach
parch on the seat of his trousers."
in tnn Taliiahla' von mustn't inlure it
Pape's Diapepsin fs noted for Its
speed In giving relief; its harmless- ness; its certain unfailing action in
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs.
Now U the Time to Get Bid of That
Its millions of cures In indigestion,
igir spot.
There's no longer tht slightest need ef dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach
feeling ashamed of your trecklea, ae tht
la trouble hat made it famous the world
preeorlptlon otbln
double itrenf th

FRECKLES

guaranteed, to nmora thee homely pota.
Bimply get an oune ot othlno double
strength from your drugglet, and apply a
little of It night and morning and you
ekould loon eee that eren tht worat (recklea
have begun to dleappear, while
the lighter
onee have vanlehed entirely. ' It la seldom
that more than on ounce la needed to completely clear the akin and gain a beautiful
alear complexion.
trength
B pur to aak for th double
ethlna, a thla I old under guarantee of
money hack If It falla to remove trecklea
,
-- Adr.

over.

Feb. 20.
According

to the computations of
President Frank H. H. Roberts of the
Normal University, 609 teachers out ot
the 2,307 employed in the state are
former students of that institution.
Frank Chavea, Santa Fe mail car
rler, was arrested by a deputy U. S.
marshal on a warrant sworn to by a
postoffice Inspector, charging him
with opening letters addressed to
Archbishop Pitaval.
Sergeant P. N. Karlgan, a pioneer of
McKlnley county, who went to Fort
Wingate over 30 years ago as a soldier and who in late years acted as
r
there, died in Gallup. He
was nearly 81 years of age.
Former Governor M. A. Otero received a telegram from Senator A. A.
Jones of New Mexico, announcing that
the Senate had confirmed his nomination as United States marshal of thea
Canal Zone.

Keep this perfect stomach doctor In
your home keep it handy get a large
fifty-cecase from any dealer and
then if anyone should eat something
which doesn't agree with them; if
what they eat lays like lead, ferments
and sours and forms gas; causes headache, dizziness and nausea; eructa
tions of acid anfl undigested foo- dHow Much Should We Weigh?
A simple way to ascertain one's remember as soon as Pape's Diapepsin
Ideal weight was told recently by cornea in contact with the stomach all
Dr. Harvey O. Beck of the Univer- such distress vanishes. Its prompt
sity of Maryland in an address before ness, certainty and ease in overcoming
the Los Angeles County Medical asso- the worst stomach disorders is a reve
lation to those who try it Adv.
ciation at Los Angeels, Cul.
110.
multiply
Then
put
down
First,
Matter of Geography.
by Gtt the number of inches by which
"Miss Howler says she learned to
one's height exceeds five feet. Add the
result uf the multiplication to tho orig- sing in Paris."
"That may be; she certainly can't
TheMogollon
inal 110 and the sum Is one's ideal
Mines Company is
sing In this town."
weight Popular Science Monthly.
working steadlly'on the tailings carrying flume down Silver Creek.
A PRETTY PACE Is the result of a heartny
Gov. Llndsey went to El Paso and
condition.
physical
To
"Beauty is bat skin Presented to Gen. John J. Pershing
dooD vet it areatly the medal voted him by the New MexComing Too
depends on a clear
complexion, free ico Legislature, and which was to
"Toxic poisons in the blood are thrown
from wrinkles and have been presented to him In Santa
out by the kidneys. The kidneys act at
hollow cheeks.
Fé on Washington's birthday.
to
wish
we
If
products.
filters for such
Health always
While hunting and trapping in the
inof
brings
wealth
prevent old age coming too soon and
beauty. A neaitny Jlcarilla mountains some twenty miles
should
we
life,
long
for
a
crease our chances
state ot the system northwest of Carrizozo, S. L. Starkey
comes with Doctor
drink plenty of pure water and take a
Cieghorn captured what is
Pierce's Favorite and Jack
Dr.
d
little Anurio," says the
Prescription, It's a thought to be the first porcupine ever
medicine nreoared found running at large in this country.
Pierce of Buffalo, N. Y.
It cures those
When suffering from backache, fre- for Woman's ailmentsweaknesses
The State Corporation Commission
which
and
derangements
quent or scanty urine, rheumatic- pains make woman's life miserable.
has Issued an order continuing under
passenger queshere or there, or that constant tired,
You can overcome most bodily Ills, advisement the
feeling, the simple way to over- escape sickness, build 'up your health tion until the case of the A. T. ft S. F.
worn-osenwater,
plenty
hours,
regalar
of
with
come these disorders is merely to obtain sible food, and a chance to get the poison Railway versus the Arizona Corporalittle Anurio from your nearest drug-tp- st out of the system. Take a patural laxa- tion Commission, now in the Federal
one Court, which Involves the same quesand you will quickly notice the grand tive once or twice weekly. ofSuch a and
aloes,
juice
Is made ot
times
many
Yoju
find
it
will
results.
d
and supplied tion, is decided.
root of jalap,
more potent than lithia, and that it to all druggists years ago by Doctor
Manuel Mares of Dawson, son of
dissolves ario acid at hot water does Pierce and known as Doctor Pierce's Representative Enrique Mares
of ColI
Pleasant Pellets. Qet them
sugar.
fax county, who was one of the doorkeepers of the House during the reOisa
rcssszsss&sr
cent legislative session, has been selected by the new Capitol custodian
W
0 Uummmwmrf .
committee as Capitol superintendent,
to succeed Ed. Andrews of Santa Fé.
w
The Toltec Oil Company of Santa
Osa
Fé, which has leased thousands of
acres of state lands for oil prospecting purposes, has struck a second flow
of gas in a week in Its experimental
laiatj
well north of Roswell, at a depth of
.
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J. E. Winfrey was taken to Santa
Fé from El Paso and released under
bond to await the action of the federal grand Jury. He is charged with
unlawfully transporting Pearl Parks
from Chloride, Ariz., to Albuquerque,
N. Mm tor immoral purposes.

L Doutfla name and the retail mica M Kamned on th boo.
torn of all ahoea at the factory. The value it guaranteed and
the wearer protected againac high price for inferior ahoea. The
retail pnces are the lame everywhere. They coat no mor m San
Fandaco than they do in New York. They ate always worth the
price paid for titan.
T1m quality of W. L Douglas product b guárante! by mors
A than 40 yean experience in making fine ahoea. The smart
ttyte art the leaden in the Fashion Centre of America.
They are made in a
factory at Brockton, Max.,
by the highest paid, (killed ahocmakere, under the direction ana
upervision of experienced men, all working with an honest
detenrunaaoo to make th best thoe tor the price that money
can cuy.
Aak your abo dealer for XT. Tu Donglaa (hoea. Tf ha can.
not lapnly yon with the kind you want, ink no other Í.WT
make. Write for liitereatlng booklet expInlnlDar how to
get
th blgheet ala.nda.rd of quality for the prioa.

ron mm

ANO WwMtN

the reports made to the state tax commission by the metal and coal producen of the state.
is- -.
1
proThe net value ot the mineral
duction during the year, as deter
KifT yy
mined by the commission, was $17r
hoof
vari248,630, and on that amount the
UU J Boya Sheas
of return mail, poeta Ira.
ous producers will pay taxes In the
LOOK FOR W,
present year.
nam and the " I"
Froaldent " W. U Doag In Shoe Cw
DOttOm,
tamped on ,1
1 HA NnrkJ4t-- . Aro. Llu.
The gross production in 1915 was
Only $22,489,000, and the net value
$10,358,946.
This year the producers
Not the Same. Serlout.
will pay on $6,889,684 more than last
Does your wife treat
Mr.
him."
Neverwed
"She's only flirting' with
year.
"It's more serious than that I saw yon the same as she did before 70a
The exact total of the 1916 grosi her looking up his fating."
were married!
production is not available, due to the
lit, Peck fot exactly. Before ws
tact tbat a tew ot the producing conDr. Pierce's Pellets are beat for HrW, were married when I displeased her
cerní failed to report to the tax com- bowels and stomach. One little Pellet for she refused to speak to me.
mission. The producers that reported a laxative three for a cathartic Adv.
show a total gross ot $34,410,488.68.
If you wlah beautiful, clear white
Slight Mistake.
clothes, use Red Croas Bag Blue. At ail
The 1915 figures were used by tho
went
country
dame
One day an old
good grocers. Adv.
commission in fixing the net values
to visit her son, who was a medical
in cases where no reports were reNot Hopeless.
student In a large college. While she
ceived.
Mrs, Parker Our new cook hat
was waiting at the door a young man
The big increase in the production wearing a white coat and apron came learned all my ways.
of the Chino Copper company in 1916 out Going forward to him, she asked
Parker Don't worry. Sha asay imwas principally responsible for the in- in a meek tone :
prove. Life.
crease in the gross and net totals for
"Are you a student coming out tor
the year.' Last year the Chino pro- a doctor?"
ut Cool Million.
duced ore valued at $19,219,767.18, and
"He talks a lot about being heir to
"No, ma'am," answered the young
Its net was fixed by the commission man ; "I'm a pulnter coming out for a a million.''
The Chino gross pro- tmoke."
at $12,600,293.
"Hot air!"
duction in 1915 was $11,383,777.48, and
the net value $6,846,204.
In addition to the Chino, all other
copper producers reported large increases. The Burro Mountain Mining
concern,
company, the Phelps-Dodg-

sTr.

i

.'"

of murder at Los Lunas were found
not guilty.
The superdreadnaugbt New Mexico,
a sister ship ot the Pennsylvania, will
be launched at the New York navy
yard April 23.
which

Plans and specifications have arrived for the new $123,000 federal
building, which is to be built at once
at Las Cruces.
Santa Fe gets the 1919 convention
of the Head Camp, Woodmen ot the
World, with 200 or more delegates
from New Mexico and Arizona.
son ot Mr. and Mrs.
The
Frank Watson of White Signal, was
killed when he received an accidental
bullet wound while handling a rifle.
A car containing wool exhibits, in
charge of experts and accompanied by
Interpreters, will tour the state ot
New Mexico from April 21 until May 7.
H. H, Brook, who built the first silo
In the state, has quit the ranch to be
county agent for Dona Ana county,
and will be stationed at State College.
Denver postal authorities arrested
Walter Roberts as the fourth suspect
lii tne robbery oT $8,000 from a mall
pouch in the depot at Albuquerque,

t $3

$7

Swa Money by Wearing W. L. Douglas
hoe a. For sal by over 9O0O ahoaj dealers.
The Beat Known Shoes in the World.
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You Can Tdake Excellent Cake

e

started

production

late

With Fewer Eggs

in 1915,

produced ore to the value of
last year, displacing the Eighty-fiv- e
Mining company as the second
copper producer of New Mexico notwithstanding the fact that the latter
concern nearly doubled its output, reporting a total gross of $1,456,587.29,
as against $762,021.78 in 1915. The
gross production ot the Burro Mountain in 1915 was only $72,059,29.
The stag Canyon Fuel company, of
Dawson, led the coal producers in
gross output in 1916, but failed to
show a net production as great as
tbat of the St Louis, Rocky Mountain
and Pacific company, itt closest rival.
The gross production of the Stag
Canyon was $2,903,568.25, and of the
St Louis Rocky Mountain and Pacific
$2,034,-775.1-

8

$2.284.239.80.

8prlnger Heads Road Commission.
Santa Fé. The new State Highway
Commission organized by the election
ot Charles Springer of Cimarron,
president, and. Evgene. Cempenlch ot
Peralta, secretary. In drawing tor
terms, it was agreed that the commissioner drawing the shortest term
should be president, and the . one
drawing the next shortest, secretary-Mr- .
term,
Springer drew the two-yeterm
Mr. Kempenlch the "four-yea- r
r
term.
and Mr. Atkinson the
Following organization the commission named State Engineer James A.
French as state highway engineer,
the position created by the new road
law under which the commission is
appointed. Mr. French will handle
the work both of state engineer and
state highway engineer.
six-yea-

OII.Near Las Vegas.
Vegas. Fayette A. Jones,
president of the New Mexico School ot
Mines, stated that in his opinion there
are excellent prospects for oil in this

East Las

vicinity.
8tockrpen , Elect New Officers.
Albuquerque The New Mexico Cat
tie and Horse Growers' Association
and the New Mexico Wool Growers'
Association closed their conventions
with the .election ot officers. The
nw officers are:
Cattle and Horse Growers W. R.
Morely, Datil, president; Vic Culberson, Fierro, vice president; J. W. Miller, Albuquerque, secretary.
Wool Growers Eduardo M. Otero,
Los Lunas, president; H. C. Abbott,
Mount Dora, vice president; Walter
Connell, Albuquerque, secretary. .
The Cattle and Horse Growers will
meet next year at Las Vegas. The
president of the Wool Growers will
name the place where their next convention is to take place in his call.
Santa Fé. The first sale of state
or
land under the new "thirty-year,- "
"deferred payment plan," enacted by
the recent Legislature, took place at
Taos when State Land Commissioner
Robert P. Ervien sold at public auction 20,716 acres in the Red River district of northern Taos county. George
A Davidson of Roswell was the successful bidder.
Corral Burned; Goat Flock Killed.
A flock of goats numberCarrizozo.
ing 680, belonging to Manuel Torres,
burned to death in Hutchinson saw-il- l
vicinity in Baca cañón, this
county, when a fire broke out in one
of the buildings adjoining the corral
in which the goats were housed for
.
the night
Sentenced to New Mexico Pen.
Santa Fé. Santiago Mata of Guadalupe county was lodged in the penitentiary to serve one year to eighteen
' .,
months for cattle stealing.

Just use an additional quantity of Dr. Price's
Cream Baking Powder, about a teaspoon, in
place of each egg omitted.
This applies equally well to nearly all baked
foods. Try the following recipe according to the
new way:
,

CREAM LAYER CAKE

New Way

Old Way

nt

I cap enter
ar
I cup
1 cup milk
H cap milk
1 cope floor
I cupe floor
'
4teaapoon
Dr. Price' Baking Pew aef
t teaepooae Dr. Prlce'e Baking Powder
-

lot
tabieapoon

3ecga

K

P ahortenln
I teeepoon flavoring

S
1

hortnlnf

twapoon Bavorins

f

Cako
Makes l Largo
4
DIRECTIONS Cream th etif er and ehortenlnatocathor.thon ml loth
' After amina th flour and Dr. Price' Baking Powder toe ether, twoer thie
tlmea, add It all to th mi ture. Gradually add the milk and beet wttb laoo
smooth pour better. Add th flavoring. Pour Into greeted
ntll yon have
layer cake tin and bar In moderatily hot oven for twenty minute. Thl
wun ereaun oiuug mam
eake la beet bakod la two layer, rut
wttb whit Icing,

ef.

tognr

Booklet ef recipe which economise In egg
manad fee.
and other eipenelve Ingredient
Addreee 100$ Independence Boulevard, Chicago, lil

IsJfflEI
CÍIEAM

1MQMBP0MB
Made from Cream of Tartar, derived from Grapes
No Aloni

No

Phosphate

No

Bitter Taste

On High Gear Does the
Work of Four Big Horses
WORKS DAY AND NIGHT
I

PULLFORD only $135.00
Fe O. D., Qnlncy, Illinois
Attached to any Ford or praetloolly
any other ear la BO minute. Removed in lea time. No holes to drill
Note (teel
All (teel ooBntructlon.
wheels, 10 inehee wide. Does all
your heavy hauling ooal, wheiit,
bay, potatoes; does your plowing,
harrowing, seeding, harreetlag, ato.
Lugs can be removed from wbeeii,
anda larger sprocket i( furniahod for
road hauling. Liv agents wanted la

1

Pullord putting two plow, plowing 8

kv

every county In Colorado, Wyoming,
dtp, with Ford AutomobU
Near Hezlooc ana wetern aeonuKa.
Write or wire at once for olroular, or com to Denver at onoe. Immediate deliveries gnajaaead.

THE IIEADINGTON AUTO CO., Distributors
:

1636 BROADWAY

:

:

DEJiTEH, COLO.

farm Maii Waiatei
Western Canada Farmers require 50,000 American
farm labourers at once. Urgent demand sent out for farm
.
help by the Government of Canada.

Good Wages

Steady Employment

Low Railway

Pleasant Surroundings

Fares

Comfortable Homes

No Compulsory Military Service

Farm hands from the United States are absolutely guaranteed against conscription. This advertisement is to secure farm help to replace Canadian farmers who have enlisted for the war.
A splendid opportunity for the young man to investigate Western Canada's agricultural offerings, and to do so
at but little expense.
ELr Only Those Aooustomsd to F&rml&g tlood Apply
For particulars as torailway;ratesand districts requiring labour,

or any other information regarding Western Canada apply to
W. V. BENNETT, Roe

4, Bee Bldg Omaha, Nebr.

Canadian Government Agent

THE
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Personal Mention!
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Bill Smith, formerly a home
Miss Virginia Martin ably led
the Christian Endeavor Sunday steader here but who sold out
evening. She is one of the young and went back to Iowa years ago

ladies of Roy who will one day drove in from Morland, Oklahoma
reflect credit on her town and with his friend, Dr. Cochrane in
an auto and were guests at the
make good in the world.
G. R. Abernathy home Friday
Miss Freda Guthman met her Evening.
Mr. Smith admits that Iowa
aunt and cousin who arrived from
the East Tuesday and took them wasn't half as nice a place to
live as he thought and he is glad
out to the ranch for a visit.
to get back to the Mesa.
Swope & Greenwood, contract
ors on the Floersheim Building
H. C. Allen, living northeast
went to Clayton last week to bid
of town, who suffered a stroke of
on the . construction of a lg paralysis
recently from which he
building to be erected there this
yet
recovered, will have a
is not
summer.
sale next Thursday, April 12th,
and sell off his stock and, farm
Dr. Murdoch, of Springer sent
machinery. He will then return
us an invitation to attend a Swell
to his old home in the East.
Musical entertainment at his town
A good span of mules and two
last week. We didn't go because
dozen chickens are among the
of a better one at home.
stuff that will be sold.
Dr. Earl Troy, of Raton, State

Veterinarian, for the State Sanitary Board was in town last week
inspecting Stallions and other
breeding stock and issuing health
He was here last
certificates.
year and has made himself popular with the horsemen of the

.

The Basket Ball Games be- tween Roy and Springer resulted
in victof ies for Springer in both
Boys and girls games.
Both
games were fast and furious and
a good crowd attended.
The Roy youngsters did their
best and are good losers and
fought so hard that the Referee
had to be savage with them.

EIGHTH GKADE PROMOTION
EXAMINATIONS,

March 22,

23,

3

Prairie View
non

30E

Onion Sets H

5

Mrs. J. Floersheim and her
nephew gathered up a number of
the ladies in this neighborhood
in their car took them to vote
Tuesday.

Red-- -

Miss Hattie Lyle of Salano call
FOR SALE:-Sp- an
of Horses, ed on Mrs. A. Weisdorfer Mon.
Span of Mules, Tws good tents
Mr. and Mrs. L Butler spent
will sell or trade.
evening with Mr.
Monday
See teem at my farm 2 mite
east of Solano.
II. R. Johnson
Mrs. H. Kennard visited in
Solano, N. M,
Solano Tues. and Wed.

-

f

long-haire- d

SEED
Yellow Dent

Ladies Needle Club met at Mrs.
Mesdames
Wed.
IIaye3 Willcox and Renfro were

Freeman's

guests at the last meeting.

and White

Owen Butler has just complethe soon wore out his welcome in
ed a well that cant be pumped
the public places.
Gallagher and wife dry with a gasoline engine.

eed Corn
Bulk and Package

(Time:

OOMin.)

Goodman9
"THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE"

1

Sixth Grade
Conundrums

THE- ROY SCHOOLS RECORD

,

-

Roy,

' Mora County,

New Mexico, Saturday, APRIL, 7

(Answer any ten)

'
10. Explain: "underground railRoy Schools Record.
A few facts without varnish
that is fine and
road," "Carpetbagger," "Mon- are more convincing than a page
compact produce better crops
Published every week by
roe Doctrine," "Mason and Dix- full of enthuastic misrepresentathan one that is loose and cloddy' THE MANUAL TRAINING CLASS. on's Line."
.
tion.
ROY HALL
Editor.
Why?
Clap A Martin
a
1st. Assistant.
11. Compare the.
The Second and Third pupils
2. Mention at least six ben CuPrON DcW.JlNG
2nd. Assistant
Bill with the Missouri
havh
begup learning some new
Reporters
All Students
efits of drainage.
Spring songs.
3. What is meant by rotation
12. Mention one important
School Board
of crops? Give advantages.
Several of the pupils in Miss
F. A. Roy,
Chairman.
connected with each of the
Remigio Lopez,
Secretary.
Lowery
room have quit school as
following
Washadministrations:
4. De6ne pollination. Name
F. S. Brown,
Member.
moved to the country.
they
have
ington,
McKinley, Madison, Tafr,
at least three ugents or means ol
Wilson.
pollination. What is the diffTeachers
Prin.
erence betwee a cross and a hy- J. E. Russell,
The wind has been blowing so
We are readinsr the Auto dio- Clara. Russell, th and 8thCrades. graphy of Benjamin
brid?
Franklin.He hard the last week we think GerEugenia Roy,
6th and Cth Grades.
says Immodest words admit but many is sure going to take us.
5. Name some characteristics Mary
4th Grade
Waters
of good seed coru.
2nd and 3rd Grade this defense, That want of modLorrine Lowry
More people would succeed if
2nd Primary esty is want of sens?.
Dan
Jenkins
6. Give three reasons why
would try.
more
Myra DeFrees
1st Primary
corn needs constant cultivation.
The war talk has got into the
fifth and sixth grades and we The man who is always on the
7. What are annuals, biennials
We give below a report of the attend
jo's is seldom out of one.
perennials? Name a plaut be- a nee in eauh room of the school, for have a little discussion daily
v
longing to each class.
each week, If you will watch this reRuth Depcw was absent this
port you will be able to keep in close
Marie Cochran said,
"She week because of illness.
8. Why should trees bespray-ed- .
touch with your school and as a resul shedded
I thought
her
teeth",
but
be more able to judge of its present
'everybody dropped their teeth.'
The tenth grade pupils are
9. Name two breeds of cattle and future needs.
having a very difficult as well as
16
High School
belonging to the beef breed;
Miss Roy asked Fred Baker
interesting time trying to under7th and 8th Grade
26 what steam was. he said
dairy breed. Give the characteit is stand Geometry.
38
6th and 0th Grade
ristics of a good dairy cow.
water gone crazy with the heat.
32
4th Grade

1. Will a soil

.

Kansas-Nebrask-

Com-promis-

e.

--

nt

--

.

,

30
points to bear in 2nd and 3rd Grade
Second
30
Primary
to
cow.
of
micd as the care
the
25
First Primary
11. What can yu say as to the
221
Total
care of utensils for milk? Why
should every precaution be used
lor cleanliness?
"). Explain: Puritaus, Pilgrims,
12 What method of irrigation
Separatists. Giva ciiuse and im
would you use for each of the
following:
garden mediate purpose of the great Pur
mea lows,
itan migration.
crops, tree fruits?
6. What things hindei ed schools
in all the colonies? Prove that it

10. Give 5

U.S.History and New Mexico
History.
l.Make a list of early explorers
with names of regions visited.
2. State the advantages and the
disadvantages which the Indians
had in a war with the white man.
3. Give an aceonnt of CoronaiV
.

expedition.
4. Why is Onate called

the real
conqueror of New Mexico

We hive almost enough elect
The man who is out for sucess
in the II. S. room to furni
ricity
makfcs his own work. He doesen't
town with electric lighls.
sh
the
want for anyone to tell him what
hardly touch the black
can
We
to do. If he does, he's branded as
we do not get a shock
doard
that
a subordinate for good and all. It
us around. .
ought to be enough for any live that almost turas
wir just to be in a business
where something is going on.
We are nil working harder
He sees that mighty soon á big than' ever.
,
slice of the work falls into his
Leda Schnell was absent Monhands, simply because of his abi
day.
lity to do it better than the other
was easier to have schools in New fellow.
.Baseball is all the go.,
England than in New York or the
Clifton Downing was absent
southern colonies.
It is difficult to realize the Monday.
extent to which every day oaith
7. State the remote and imme
Julian Montoya has quit .his II.
religious
s distinguishedz-frodiate causes of the French and illi
S.
work.
f
in everyday people operates
Indian War.
eneficially, and the immense imb
Every-thin- g
must have looked
petustfhith jrives to rightliving.
8. On what principle did tlx Am
to the II. S.' boys
Leda Schnell is back in Schco! Monday morning after the B. B.
erican oppose the unjust acts of
Fngland down to 1776? At the be- - after a bays absece.
.
earner because, Proffessor sent
ginningof the war, were the Amput "p he f!ag and
"1 ou
There was quite an exument
ericans f gtjng for independence?
they
Put
over the election Tuesday.
,
m

wn

"

,
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Even the degenerate and defective are eager at least to ap
pear to justify the faith of their
associates in them..

"Per Angusta, Ad Agitata

Motto

Volume IV

SEEDS

GARDEN

"Is it safeV" is the first question to
be considered when buying cough medicine for children, Chamberlain's Chugh
Remedy has long been a favorite with
mothers of young children as it contains r.o opium or other narcotic, and
may be given to a child as confidently
as to an adult, It is pleasant to take
too, which is of great importance when
a medicine must be given to young
children,
This remedy is most effectual in relieving coughs, colds and
croup. Obtainable everywhere.

by local application!, a they cannot rsuiA
the diseased portion o( tho ear. There Is
only one way to cure catarrhal deafness,
remedy.
and that la by a conatitutlonal
by an InCatarrhal Deafness la cauaed
lining of
flamed condition of the mu-ou- a
When this tube la
the Eustachian Tube.
Inflamed you have a rumbling aound or Imperfect bearing, and when It la entirely
cloaed, Deafncia la tho result. Unless the
Inflammation can be reduced and tbia tube
restored ts ita normal condition, hearing
will be eatroyed forever. Many caiea of
dtafniaa are caused by catarrh, which la
an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Medicine acta thru
the blood on the mucoua surfaces of the
system.
Dollars for
We will give One Hundred
any case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Medicine. Circulars free. All Druggists. 76c.
CO.. Toledo. O.
F. J. CHENEY

"

Moit- -

..

1917.

AGRICULTURE.

- White

Little Ansel Butler son of O.A
and wife is recovering nicely from
the operation on his Toot.

and unkept
A
individual with a violin infested
the town last week. He sat
wherever allowed to be so
and tortured hideous noises f rpm
the instrument. Compared to
the sounds he made a herd of
burros would be real musie and

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured

The plans for the repair of the
Odd Fellows Hall have been revised and Harry Woodward if
now engaged in putting in a concrete foundation and an auxiliary
concrete wall inside the
rock wall to carry the weight of
the floor. This will remove all
chance for doubt as to the safety
'
of the building.

Yellow-

Gane

Weis-dorfer- s.

..

Questions

m

Johnnie
werern from their Ute. Creek
The neighbors took filled basranch Monday in their Ford and kets and surprised A. WeisdorMrs. George Cochrane, of Mills
remained in town a couple of fer on his thirthieth birthday,
claims to have the championship
days.
April 11th.
as a chicken . raiser. She has
of
Bcautlfters.
test
a
Mote Metamorphosis.
over 60 little chicks hatched by
Cheerfulness- un contení are gront
Man used to have n hobby, Now 1,
hens and eight more hens setting benutlflers r.nd are famous
preservers: he has u Imbby, it is n hug. If any one hás this record beaten of youthful looks. Dickons.
at this date "Hold up your hand"
SAFE MEDICINE FOR CHILDREN,

Mesa.
Mrs. II. A. Carperter, of Mofax
community was in town in her
Ford Saturday and a welcome
caller at this office. We learn
from her that Tjed Thompson has
gone back ío his old home at Macomb, 111. on a visit and may
bring his mother and brother
bac k with him this spring.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Just Basket Ball

The vahe of faith is under
estimated, not to it's own de
struction, hut to ours.

It is one of the less conspicuos
were
forces
in baily life that are con
defeated Saturday, but they say
tinuaily dut quietly at work con
that they will never give up.
serving what is honorable in the
Two very interesting B.tsket world's heritage; but if our be
Ball games were played on the lief in it were concious and act
Roy B. B. courts. Saturday after iva, it could, verily, move mouut
ains.
noon.
The games were between the
Jean Ogden said that Germany
Springer girls and Roy girls and
was
trying to throw , the ocean
Spinger Boys and Roy boys.
to America.
on
, Both Roy teams weredefeated
the toys score was
the Why is a pig like a tree? Be
girls score was 13
ciuse he roots for a living.
I
The other day Golder Russell
The girls who played on the was humming a song, Mis Roy
basket ball team Saturday are asked him what he was doing he
Thelma Cochrane Erma Russell said "Why it is
the wind blow
Fern Depew. Tillie Branch, Etna ng.
Floersheim and Cora Hern.
Edward Pendleton is just fin
The bos wno played were
ishing
his Christmas vacation.
Roy Hall, Lester Floersheim,
Ernest Cochrane, Claude
Ruth Depew must have followKenneth Hall, Cravens ed Snow White on her wedding
Plumlee and Ben Branch.
tour.
The Basket

Ball girls

--

--
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Bra-shear-

s,

Unhappy in
Many people expect too much from
heir friends. They may themselves
be so thoroughly genuine and sincere
that they expect all their frleiuls to in
the same, and when they discover
little faults iu their Idols they feel the
disappointment most acutely. Do. not
pitch your standard too high, then you
ure less likely to have your idol shat-

Tracing Organ Mechanism.
When pneumatic power In the eon
struction of the organ begun to take
the place of the hydraulic Is uncertain
although the Invention of the bellow
mechanism dates from the time, of one
of the later Komau emperors probably
Julia. Hut it was only In the tent!
century, when Germany had taken the
tered. Try. to remember that friends place of Constantinople as the ccntci
will never disappoint us if we observe of organ building, that the bellows
two simple rules: (1) to liud out mechanism came Into general adoption.
what they are; (2) to expect them to
be just that.

Not of Courses but Dishes.
Three courses seem to have been the
usteiuary menu lu medieval times for
a state banquet, less ceremonlul feut
comprising ónly two, and no private
dlither more thuu one. But.euch course
might comprise from eight to a dozen
different dishes. Thus at the wedding
banquet of Henry V there were only
three courses, yet over 3Q different
dishes are mentioned In the records,
Irrespective of fruits and wines. Lon-doCbronile,
"

"

Remember This.
To extinguish Jinnies from petroleum
pour milk over litem and they will be
put out immediately,, .for, the milk
forms an emulsion vylth the oil r.ud
prevents Jhe fire iron spreading.

Salient
The word salient means (1) stainiconspicuous;
ng out prominently,
trlklnir: as salient features cf n land
scape; salient points of an argument.
(2) Thrust or bent beyond the general
line : crolectlnir. as a salient angle.- A
salient angle Is a convex angle, that
Is, an angle considered greater than
the sum of two right angles, being1
measured by an arc that exceeds a
-

eml-ctrcl- e.

Many

Not Very Intellectual,
n frtlow who has more money

than brains hasn't the price of a pack
Cincinnati Enqlrer.

of Cigarettes.

Optipritte-

It Is hmuii'if to
.
oersevrre.

-

Thought

rr

bu

'

dii.Mllcl to

